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Economic Analysis Of Several Alternatives Of Forest

Management For Pinus hartwegii

INTRODUCTION

The forest lands of Mexico cover approximately 42

million hectares of which one third are considered

tropical forest and the rest is composed of coniferous and

mixed coniferous-hardwood forests.

The forest plays an important socio-economic role,

but the country is far from being self-sufficient in wood

products. The wood product deficit reached $ US 11.94

million in 1983 and it is expected to increase. To deal

with this problem, the objective of the "Programa Nacional

Forestal" (National Forest Program) is to render the

country self sufficient in wood products by the year 2000

with a forest land area of 500,000 hectares of forest

plantations plus 45 million hectares of intensively

managed natural forests (SFF, 1981).

Thus far, the efforts to intensify the management in

natural forests have been limited to the application of

afforestation methods. Techniques which improve forest

land productivity and increase the economic revenues in

forestry such as fertilization, precommercial thinning,

optimal harvest scheduling, and selection of optimal
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rotation ages have received less attention for several

reasons such as: 1) lack of knowledge of growth patterns

and the great diversity of species growing in Mexico, 2)

the lack of historical data which allow the development of

precise and accurate growth models, and 3) the existence

of a strict market structure for forest products which

limits management techniques.

Part of the Mexican system of Forest Management is

based on the "Tjnidades de Administracián y Explotacidn

Forestal" ("UIEF", Units of Forest Industrialization and

Management). In these units there are several producers

whose management is controlled by the federal government

and who must sell their product to one buyer within the

UIEF. In units where a clear forest management objective

exists, it is to meet the raw material demands of the UIEF

buyer, usually the only type of forest products company.

In addition to the problems caused by UIEFs having

only one raw material buyer, many UIEFs have a large

proportion of their forests in old and intermediate age

stands. While such stands are usually most economical for

sawtimber and other wood products, many are used for pulp

production and their management results in lower

efficiency than could otherwise be achieved. In essence,

the fit between a legislated single buyer and

characteristics of the raw resource often is not very

good.
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With the constrained market for forest products it is

essential to manage forests to achieve specific final

products. This suggests that there is a need to know the

relationships between silvicultural treatments

(e..thinnings) and rotation ages in production of various

products. Such information would enable development of

optimal management strategies given different objectives

for final products.

The objective of this research was to perform these

comparisons for the specific conditions of the UIEF San

Rafael (a pulp and paper oriented UIEF) using the forest

of the Zoquiapan Experiment Station as a model forest . To

achieve this objective, some intermediate objectives had

to be satisfied:

To develop a model to predict diameter distributions

for Pinus hartwegii given population parameters

at stand level by using the Weibull probability

density function (pdf).

To use the diameter distribution results in a whole

stand growth and yield prediction model already

available for Pinus hartwegii.

To add a dynamic programming algorithm to the growth

model which optimizes management strategies (i.e.

optimum time, intensity and type of thinning) for

different rotation ages.



METHODS AND MATERIALS

DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA.

Zoquiapan Experiment Station is located within the

area bounded by the "Zoquiapan y Anexas" National Park and

the "San Rafael" UIEF in the state of Mexico

(approximately 125 Km NW Mexico city). It covers about

2750 hecatares over an altitude of aprox. 3200 meters

above the sea level (masi). The area has a mean annual

temperature of 7.4°C, with a mean of -11° C and 31°C as

minimum and maximum temperatures.

The main species in the Zoquiapan Forest are Pinus

hartwegii Lindi., P. montezumae Lamb., P. pseudostrobus

Lindl., Abies religiosa Schl et Cham and Cupressus

lindleyi Klotsch. Pinus hartwegii covers about 60 percent

of the area. It is distributed in both even-aged and

uneven-aged stands (two or three strata). Since P.

hartwegii is located at high altitudes it usually grows in

pure stands but sometimes it is mixed with other species

such as P. montezumae. It grows in a variety of soils

when it exists above 3000 masi., and in poor soils under

this altitude. Its distribution is limited to high

mountains in the central and south part of the country.

Eguiluz (1978) considers that Pinus hartwegii is the

4

Mexican pine with the lowest rate of growth. Its maximum



mean annual increment has been calculated to occur

between 60 - 65 years (individual trees) with variations

depending on site quality. It is not tolerant to shade and

its water requirements are very low. It has been found in

locations with 450 mm (17.7 inches) of mean annual

precipitation. Given that P. hartwegii is a slow growing

species its wood is very dense. It is mostly used for pulp

and plywood production (because of the type of industries

around its area of distribution).

DATA COLLECTION

The data used in this study mostly came from

temporary sample plots cruised in the Forest Inventory for

the Zoquiapan Experiment Station. A few permanent plots

were also used. Individual tree attributes recorded in

each 0.1 ha. sample plot were total height, diameter at

breast height (dbh), bark thickness, age at dbh, and

diameter increment (measured as the length of ten rings of

growth). Stand characteristics such as slope, aspect,

associated types of vegetation and plot location were

recorded. From all 645 plots only those plots with the

following characteristics were chosen for the growth and

yield prediction:

a)Plots where at least 85% of trees were pines.

b)Plots where the difference between the oldest and

the youngest tree was less than or equal to ten years.



These characteristics were selected to assure pure

and evenaged stands for developing growth and yield

estimates. Of the 645 plots only 164 satisfied these

requirements.

A program called READAT was written (in FORTRAN) to

compute the following statistics for each one of the

sample plots:

Mean height.

Dominant height (height of the ten largest trees

in the sample plot).

Basal area at the end of the growth period

(current basal area).

Basal area at the beginning of the growth period

(the width of the ten rings of growth from each

one of the current diameters was subtracted from

each diameter in the sample plot. Then, past

individual basal areas were computed and the

overall summation was considered the basal area at

the beginning of the growth period).

Mean stand age and its range.

Volume at the end of the growth period (actual

volume).

Volume at the beginning of the growth period

(Height equation was obtained from Appendix 2. Data

were obtained from Rodriguez and Padilla, 1976).

Stand Density Index (SDI equation is shown in

Appendix 1. It was obtained from Torres, 1984).



GROWTH AND YIELD MODEL

Considering the scarcity of historical data for

developing an efficient growth model, and the necessity to

use a growth model in the short run, the focus was on

development of a whole stand-based model. This kind of

model usually does not enable an estimate of the number

of trees in each diameter class, an important feature for

planning product allocation. Hence an additional effort

to develop equations to describe diameter distributions

was required.

The easiest way to describe the number of trees in

the stand without highly specific information is through

theoretical probability density functions (pdf). This

procedure allows one to incorporate the equations which

describe the expected diameter distribution as a function

of stand attributes into models already available.

The most common stand models using distributional

methods are those in which the diameter distribution,

height distribution, or diameter and height distributions

in the stand have been described by an univariate or

bivariate pdf. Thus, the number of trees in each diameter

class is estimated using the pdf. Mean tree heights are

then estimated for each diameter class and volumes

calculated by using tree volume equations. Finally, unit
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area yield estimates are obtained by summing over the

diameter classes of interest, or constraining the unit

area estimates obtained from the pdf to be equal to the

unit area estimates of the growth and yield prediction

equation model (Matney and Sullivan, 1982). This last

approach was the one chosen to build the growth and yield

prediction model. Some of the model's characteristics are

summarized below.

Projection Equations

Basal area and total stand volume equations were

predicted according to the compatible growth and yield

prediction principle (Clutter, 1963). This principle

assumes that net growth must be analogous to the

integration (since it is a continous variable) of

continous growth increments. In mathematical terms, the

principle can be expressed as:

dV I dA = f ( A ) (2.1)

where dV/dA is the instantaneous rate of change of stand

volume to stand age, and f(A) is a function of stand age.

So, the stand net growth can be obtained by integrating

equation 2.1 from the initial age to the desired age.

Clutter (1963) and later Sullivan and Clutter (1972)

presented an analytical model to estimate net volume and

basal area based on the compatible growth and yield



principle. They derived the following model to predict

the basal area at the end of the growth period (B2). The

model is expressed as:

ln(B2) = (A1/A2) ln B1 + a0(1A1/A2) + a1S(1A1/A2) (2.2)

where:

S : site index.

B1 : basal area at the beginning of the

growth period.

A1 : age at the beginning of the growth

period.

A2 : age at the end of the growth period.

a0, a1 : model parameters.

In addition, they developed another model to predict

total stand volume at the end of the growth period, which

is completely compatible with the above prediction

equation. This model has the following form (using the

same notation)

ln(V)=b0 + b1S + b2A'2 + b3(A1/A2) ln(B1) + b4(1A1/A2) +

+ b5S(1 - A1/A2) (2.3)

where:

V : stand volume per hectare at age A2.

b0, b1,...b5 : model parameters.

These models (2.2 and 2.3) were used to fit the total

stand volume and basal area prediction equations. Site

index values were replaced by dominant height since the

9
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site quality classification in the Zoquiapan Forest is

based on qualitative grades. This substitution does not

affect the compatibility, logic,and consistency properties

of the model (Clutter, 1963). Multiple regression was used

to fit the data to the models by using an adaptation of

the Sullivan and Clutter (1972) methodology.

This adaptation considers the current basal area as

the predicted basal area. Then, by using the increment

information (width of ten growth rings) the past basal

area was computed (correcting for bark thickness) and

considered as the present basal area. The models require

a site index expression. Site quality classification

offers a good estimate of site productivity. However, it

is deterministic. For that reason, dominant height

(dominant height is considered to be the mean height of

the one hundred largest trees per hectare or an equivalent

proportion depending on the plot size) was adopted as an

equivalent measure of site index. Moreover, it can be

considered as a standard parameter independent of site

density. In addition, dominant height can be easily and

accurately predicted from age by using site quality

classification. There is no restriction to use dominant

height at the end of the growth period or dominant height

at the beginning of the growth period as predictor

variables. Therefore, the former was adopted as the



predictor variable. In the same way, to fit equation 2.3

current volume was considered the total stand volume at

the end of the growth period.

These data were fit to equation 2.3 and parameters

b0, b1,...b5 were estimated. Once these parameters were

estimated the parameters for equation 2.2 were estimated

as:

a0 = b4 I b3 (2.4)

a1 = b5 / b3 (2.5)

The statistical characteristics of both fits are

shown in Appendix 2.

Because of the way basal area and total stand volume

equations were obtained, they do not represent mortality

in any sense. Therefore, to predict basal area and total

stand volume for the next growth period, the current basal

area had to be corrected by the likely number of dead

trees during the growth period considered.

Dominant height equations were obtained from Orantes

(1982) and the equation to predict stem volume as a

fuction of dbh and total height was obtained from

Rodriguez and Padilla (1976). The rest of the prediction

equations such as predicted mean height, growth of

seedlings, and bark thickness were obtained from Torres

(1984). All equations are shown in Appendix 1.

11



Mortality Prediction

Data were not available to compute an explicit

mortality equation. Therefore, two assumptions had to be

made to compute mortality. First, no mortality would occur

if the stand had not reached crown closure density.

Second, after crown closure was reached the number of

survival stems would be modeled by using the negative

exponential function of the change in actual density from

the initial density. Note the initial density was assumed

to be the same as the crown closure density as defined by

Smith and Hann (1984). The model is expressed as:

'1m -(a0a4 - exp(_a2(X0_X1)a3 (2.6)

where:

Y: Log of the maximum attainable average tree size.

Y1: Log of the average tree size.

X0: Initial density (No. stems per ha).

Actual density.

a0: Intercept of the selfthinning line.

a1: Slope of the selfthinning line.

Intercept of the crown closure line.

Slope of the crown closure line

a2, a3 : unknown parameters.

12



Equations defining crown closure and allowable

maximum density (selfthinning density) given any average

tree volume and density, were obtained from Torres (1984).

The selfthinning equation expresses the log of the

maximum attainable average tree (stem volume) as the

linear function of the log of the number of trees per

hectare for selfthinning density. The crown closure

equation expresses the attainable average tree size as the

linear function of the log of actual number of trees for

crown closure density. The parameters a0, a1, ... a were

considered known parameters in the model 2.6.

The negative exponential function was fit to 45

samples (unique data available from permanent sample

plots) by using nonlinear regression analysis. The Gauss

Newton linearization to solve for the two unknown

parameters was used (Draper and Smith, 1966). The Mean

Square Error, convergence for each parameter and the final

model parameters are shown in Appendix 2.

Once all parameters in model 2.6 were known, the

procedure to estimate the number of dead trees in equation

2.6 was as follows. The value of Y was substituted by
m

using the selfthinning equation:

Y =a -aX
m 0 11

yielding the following equation:

(2.7)

13
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Y1=a0a1X1(a0a )
exp[_a2(X0_X1)a3] (2.8)

The log of the average tree size (Y1) was obtained

from the predicted total stand volume and the current

number of trees as follows:

Y1 = (Predicted total volume/No, of trees per ha.)

Then, given Y1 and X0, the value of was

approximated by binary search approximation using equation

2.8. Since was computed from X0, the value of X1 was

substituted in the growth equations (because of the way

growth equations were obtained) and the total stand volume

was recomputed with the new X1. Thus Y1 had to be

recalculated and rechecked for mortality. If was above

the selfthinning density then X1 was approximated by

equation 2.8 considering X0 with its initial value (the

initial number of trees). This iteration process was over

when the predicted mean tree volume was below the

selfthinning schedule.

Diameter Distribution Prediction

Several references have summarized the numerous

efforts for modeling diameter distributions (Bennett and

Clutter, 1968; Bailey and Dell, 1973; Bailey et al., 1982;

Clutter et al., 1983). The Weibull distribution was



formerly used to describe reliability of materials.

Bailey (1972) introduced the Weibull pdf into forestry

describing the diameter distributions of Pinus radiata in

New Zealand. Later, Bailey and Dell (1973) proposed the

Weibull pdf as a diameter distribution model. So far, the

Weibull pdf has been the most used pdf to describe

diameter distributions.

The three parameter Weibull distribution is

defined by the pdf:

'C(c/b) [(x - a)/b} - 1) exp -[(x - a)/bj
f(x) =

0 otherwise

where:

a

x 0, b > 0, c > 0

The "a" parameter is considered as the location

parameter, "b" is the scale parameter and "c" is the shape

parameter. The "b" and "c" parameters must be positive.

The "a" parameter can take any value, but for forestry

applications must be nonnegative since it is referred to

as the minimum value of the pdf (minimum diameter).

One of the advantages of the Weibull pdf in

comparison with other pdf's is the closed form of its

cumulative density function (cdf), which can be obtained

easily by a change of variable technique, yielding:

15



F(x) = [1 - exp I -L(x - a)/b]C]
1 (2.9)

The procedure to describe diameter distributions is

as follows. Once stand characteristics have been

predicted, they are used to predict the likely diameter

distribution. The diameter distribution is approximated

by using the Weibull probability density function. Weibull

parameters are estimated from stand characteristics and

diameter distributions are recovered from the predicted

pdf. The procedure to recover any diameter distribution

from the pdf is a simple multiplication of the number of

trees per hectare times the proportion of trees in each

diameter class. This proportion is obtained by

integrating the Weibull pdf using as lower and upper

bounds the bounds of the 5 cm diameter class. When the

last diameter class frequency is less than 0.5, the

frequency for that diameter class is set to zero adjusting

the diameter class frequency of the next smallest class to

an amount that makes the cumulative frequency for that

class equal to the total number of trees. Because of the

wide variation in data (variability in stand conditions),

a special procedure to obtain stand attribute based

equations to predict Weibull parameters was performed.

The procedure to estimate Weibull parameters from the

actual diameter distribution was based on different

methods. The objective to estimate Weibull parameters

16



X = a + b [-in (1)](1/C)
p

(2. 10)

where a, b and c are the Weibull parameters, is the p-

percentile value in the sample and p is the percentile

value expressed as a real number. Solving these

equations iteratively, the parameters a, b and c can be

obtained. The value for the optimum percentiles can be

obtained by simulation, minimizing total variance, mean

square error, or any other statistical criterion. The

procedures used to compute parameter estimators using PE

were as follows:

17

through different procedures was to define different sets

of parameter estimators which would describe the same

distribution. Each one of the methods has different

statistical properties. Even within a group of the same

kind of estimators there exists a big difference and the

goodness of fit of each method is variable. The Weibull

estimators calculated were:

a) Percentile estimation (PE). Percentile estimation

involves less computing time and provides the simplest

method for parameter estimation. For this procedure, it is

implied the three sample percentiles are known, each one

of them is equated to its corresponding Weibuli cumulative

distribution function generating three equations as

follows:



Zanakis estimators. Zanakis (1979) evaluated more

than 17 analytical estimators for the Weibull pdf. He

determined the following estimators as the best under a

wide variety of conditions.

a = (yy - y22) I (y1 + y - 2y2)
n

where:

y1 : 100 p1 percent sample percentile.

and "b" and "c" are defined by

b = Y[63] - a (2.12)

c = ln(ln(l_Pk)/ln(l_P.))/ln((Y(k)_a)/Y(.)-a)) (2. 13)

where:

p. = 0.16731

= 0.97366

The "a" parameter was defined by Dubey(1967a). The

b parameter is derived from the relationship:

Y(63) a + b (2.14)

and the c parameter was derived by Dubey (1967) when the

asymptotic variance is minimized and no other parameter is

assumed to be known.

Dubey estimators. This set of estimators compute the

Dubey (1967) estimate for the c parameter and the moment

estimators for the "a" and "b" parameters. Considering

that the shape parameter c is known, the other two

(2.11)

18



parameters can be estimated from the first two noncentral

moments of the Weibuli distribution, namely,

b = SD! [ r(1 + 2!c) - (1 + l/c)]"'2

a = X - b (1 + 1/c)

where:

) : gamma function of C.).

sample mean.

SD : sample standard deviation.

and c is estimated as in 2.13.

Abernethy estimators. Abernethy (1981) defined the

following percentile estimators for the three parameter

Weibuli pdf.

(-ln( 76)(hI -1

(_ln(.O7)t17 - 1
(2. 17)

Solving iteratively the value for the "c" parameter

is obtained, and the scale and location parameters are

obtained by

b = (y24 - y63) / ((_ln(.76)(1! - 1) (2.18)

a = y63 - b (2.19)

where:

in : natural logarithm of ( . ).

Moment estimators. Burck and Newberry (1984)

proposed 3 estimators for the Weibuli pdf by solving

19
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iteratively the equations which determine the three

noncentral moments of the Weibull function. Thus, the

third noncentral moment is expressed as

= b3(r3 - 3rF + 2 1) + 31.l'1 p' - 2(p'1)3 (2.20)

since

b = SD / (12 - (2.21)

b can be substituted in the former equation and

iteratively one obtains the estimate for the c parameter.

The location parameter a is then obtained by

a = li'1 -

where:

gamma function of (1 + i/c)

i-th noncentral moment.

Bain and Antle estimators. Bain and Antle (1967)

defined a set of simple estimators for the two parameter

Weibull. Gross and Lurie (1977) compared these estimators

with the Maximum Likelihood Estimators (MLE), concluding

that for small samples these estimators perform better

than the MLE. The estimators are

c=S IS2
yz y

where:

: ln(diameter)

: ln(-ln(1 - i/(n + 1))

(2.22)

20



and S is the cross product of y. and z.. S ' is the sumyz 1 1 y

of squares of y with a total sample size "n". The scale

parameter "b" is obtained by

(1/n)(diameter)
b

(-ln(1 - i/(n + 1))rl7nc
(2. 23)

and the location parameter 'Ta" is estimated from the

following relationship

a = y63 - b (2.24)

b) Nonlinear Regression Analysis. This procedure is

commonly used to fit the Weibull pdf to life test data.

The procedure consists of the following

1) Approximation of the cumulative diameter

distribution (F(x)). The total number of observations

are sorted into ascending order and F(x1) is defined

as:

i - 1/2
F(x.)

= n

(2.25)

where:

n : total No. of observations.

i : 1, 2 .....n (the rank-

order of the i-th diameter).

21



2) Then, these values are substituted in the

cumulative Weibull function

F(x) = 1 - exp[ ((x - a) I b)c} (2.26)

and fit into a nonlinear least squares procedure.

The Gauss Newton technique for nonlinear least

squares was used to fit the data to the Weibull model,

using as initial values for the b and c estimators those

obtained from the ordinary least squares approximation for

the linearized two parameter Weibull, and zero as initial

value for the location parameter.

c) Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). MLE is

based on the idea that different populations generate

different samples, and that a given sample is more likely

to come from some populations than from other ones. Kmenta

(1971), defines the maximum likelihood estimators of a

given parameter as " those values of the parameters that

would generate the observed sample most often".

This concept implies that the probability of drawing

a given sample value has to be determined. The result of

these calculations yields a function, which defines the

joint probability distribution of a given sample value.
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This function is called the likelihood function. The

likelihood function is defined in terms of the random

sample, which is assumed to have the same probability as

the random variable.

The maximum likelihood estimators are found by

maximizing the likelihood function with respect to the

parameters. Therefore, obtaining the maximum likelihood

estimates implies determining the likelihood function and

finding (by partial derivatives) those values of the

parameters which maximize the likelihood function.

Maximum likelihood estimators differ both from the

way initial values are estimated and the technique used to

maximize the likelihood function. The MLE used were those

provided by the FITTER program (Bailey, 1974). These

estimators were:

a) D'agostino aproximation for the two parameter

Weibull. This procedure uses a linearization of the two

parameter Weibull pdf. The technique requires knowing the

proportion of observations available for estimates. Given

this proportion and and four numbers obtained from tables

(DTagostino, 1971), weights for the observations are

calculated. Then with the weights and the linear function,

the MLEs are obtained.
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The Wingo quasi-linearization for the three

parameter Weibull (Wingo, 1972). The Wingo procedure sets

up the likelihood functions and obtains the maximum

likelih000d equations for each one of the parameters.

Then, by simultaneous solutions of these equations the

joint maximum likelihood estimator for the three

parameters is obtained. The iterative procedure is a

modification of the quasilinearization algorithm for

solving nonlinear equations with bounded variables.

The Harter aproximation with no bias correction

(according to Zarnoch and Dell 1985, the estimators with

no bias correction are better than the ones with the

correction). For this method the iteration procedure is

based on checking at each iteration step which parameter

being estimated satisfies the appropiate likelihood

equation, in which the latest estimates of the other two

parameters have been substituted (Harter and Moore, 1965).

Once the eight sets of parameter estimators for each

stand were obtained, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the

Chi-square test were performed for each set of parameter

estimators in order to determine the goodness of fit of

each set of estimators. Both tests, as well as the

difference between the predicted and observed mean

diameter, were used as criteria to choose the best set of
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estimators for each diameter distribution. The confidence

level used in all the cases for the goodness of fit test

was 0.95.

A program (written in FORTRAN) to compute the Weibull

parameter estimators described above was written including

the FITTER subroutines (Bailey, 1974) to compute maximum

likelihood estimators. This program also provided tests

of goodness of fit such as the KS and Chisquare

statistics, the sum of absolute deviations, and the

predicted mean diameter for each set of estimators.

Once the best Weibull parameter estimators for each

plot were selected, the next step was to predict the

parameter estimators as a function of stand

characteristics. Multiple linear regression procedures

were used to fit each of the parameter estimates to stand

characteristics. The stand characteristics used to fit

the parameter estimates were: quadratic mean diameter,

number of trees per hectare, total basal area, total mean

height, dominant height, site quality, total age,

Reineke's stand density index and many transformations of

each variable. Several models were tested, including all

the models mentioned in the bibliography. The criteria

used to choose the model with the best fit were: R2,

corrected R2, F, mean square error, and the t values for

the parameter estimators (in that order).
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During the screening process very weak fits were

obtained. The following procedure then was adopted to

improve the fits.

Once a set of best models had been selected the

outliers were identified and substituted for another

combination of parameter estimates which could improve the

fit (reducing the number and the magnitude of the

residuals observed on the residual plot). This procedure

was repeated to the point where there was no combination

of "new" parameter estimators which improved the fit.

Care was taken in the selection of the substitution set of

estimators since the change of one estimator implied the

change of the whole set of estimators (a, b, and c

parameter estimators for the selected stand) and sometimes

the change could improve the fit of one estimator but

decrease the fit for another parameter estimator.

Since the prediction equations for each one of the

parameter estimators are independent of each other, it

does not imply that the best prediction equations for

each parameter will yield the best distribution (i.e the

best prediction equation for the a parameter plus the best

prediction equation for the b parameter and the best for

the c parameter will not necessarily yield the best set of

Weibull parameters for the given stand characteristics).

Therefore, the selection of the best prediction equation
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for each parameter estimator was associated with the

validation procedure. According to these criteria,

several prediction equations were selected (Selected

equation and their characteristics are shown in Appendix

2).

The three best equations which fit the

parameter.

The three best equations which fit the

parameter.

The best equation which fit the a parameter.

The best equation which fit the relationship

between parameters a and b (i.e. "a + b" as a varaiable).

Once the equations were selected all possible

combinations (i.e. different combinations of a, b, and c

parameters produced from the different prediction

equations) of estimators were tested to assess the way

each combination could predict the actual diameter

distribution. Thirty six combined sets of parameter

estimators (one more for the "a" parameter was tested,

and it was computed from the moment approximation using

the predicted b and c parameters 11) were tested. The

test consisted of predicting the diameter distribution
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from the sample data (stand characteristics) for each plot

by using the 36 different combinations of parameter

estimators. Each one of the predicted diameter

distributions was then compared to the actual diameter

distribution by using the Kolmogorov Smirnov and Chi

square statistics.

In each case the predicted mean diameter was also

computed and compared. The goodness of fit statistics as

well as the predicted mean diameter were used to rank from

1 to 36 those parameter estimator combinations which

yielded the best fit in ascendent order (i.e. 1 was

assigned to the poorest fit and so on). Thirty sample

plots (15% of the total data) were used to perform this

validation process.

Once all validation samples were ranked, a mean rank

was computed for each parameter estimator combination and

the combination with the highest rank was chosen as the

best. Therefore, the best combination defined the best

set of equations to determine the three parameters of the

Weibull distribution.



Growth and Yield Simulator (Computer Program)

The growth and yield model (HARTWEGI) has the

following structure. The user supplies the initial stand

conditions such as site quality, age, basal area, number

of trees per hectare, and projection age. Given input

data the following stand parameters are computed in the

main program:

Predicted mean height.

Dominant height.

Basal area at the projection age.

Total stand volume per ha for the predicted stand.

Then, by using the predicted volume the expected

number of dead trees is computed using the mortality

equation (Subroutine MORT) and the iteration .process

described above. The initial number of trees is

recalculated by subtracting the number of dead trees from

the original value. Hence, total basal area and stand

volume have to be recalculated by using the same

formulation but with the reduced number of trees per ha

(which considers dead trees).

Once basal area and total stand volume have been

corrected by the number of dead trees, these variables, as

well as the mean height, dominant height and quadratic

mean diameter (which is calculated from the number of

trees per ha and the basal area) are used to predict the
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parameters of the Weibull distribution for the given stand

conditions (Subroutine WEIBULL). The three parameter

Weibull distribution is used to predict the expected

number of trees in each 5 cm diameter class (Subroutine

IMPRIM). Since the basal area estimations computed from

the predicted diameter distribution are not compatible

with the basal area prediction, a correction factor is

calculated through the subroutine FACCOR. The correction

factor is the quotient of the overall summation of

individual basal areas computed from the predicted

diameter distribution divided by the predicted basal area.

The same subroutine computes a similar ratio for the stand

volume. Thus, by using these correction factors basal

area and total volume computed from the predicted diameter

distribution are forced to be compatible to the predicted

basal area and predicted total volume (The correction

factors are applied to each individual diameter class).

Data were collected from stands which have not been

thinned during the last 12 years. Moreover, there are no

data and equations to describe the growth pattern after

thinning of different types and intensity. However, the

growth model was constructed as the basis for an economic

analysis. Hence, such analysis based only on unthinned

stands might be biased due to the lack of flexibility and

diversity of alternatives that thinnings provide for stand

management.
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The possibility of thinning was incorporated into the

model taking into consideration the small bias that a

given prediction could have. By using basal area as the

control variable, thinnings were simulated by setting

removed basal area. Then, through the Weibull

distribution an equal basal area was computed by summing

the basal area over the diameter classes included in the

desired type of thinning. Three types of thinning can be

simulated: a) Thinning from below, b) thinning from above

and, c) mechanical thinning. The last one was simulated

by searching for an equal proportion of trees to be

removed from each diameter class to yield the desired

basal area (Subroutine RALEO performs these computations).

After any thinning is simulated, the information

about residual diameter distribution is used to compute

the stand characteristics of the residual stand

(Subroutine ALTURA and IMPRIM) and the composition of the

removed stock (Subroutine REMOVE). The former variables

were then used to perform the projection for the next

growth period if the user asks for such a projection,

otherwise the program will be terminated.

Since in each prediction a residual diameter class

distribution and a removed diameter class distribution can

be calculated, merchantable volumes for pulpwood,

sawtimber and plywood are computed (Subroutine VALUE and
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REMOVE) . These values are printed only if the user asks

for them. This information is the basis for pricing the

removals in the DP algorithm.

The output provides the stand table for the predicted

stand, a summary of the stand characteristics, and the

initial stand conditions. If any thinning is simulated,

another stand table for the residual stand as well as a

summary of the residual and removed stand characteristics

are also provided. Appendix 4 shows an example of the

input data procedure and the output provided for the model

HARTWEGI as well as the computer program.

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING MODEL

The structure of the dynamic programming model (DP)

is largely based on the DP model described by Vaista

(1985) with some adaptations. The growth model HARTWEGI

defines a stand by its initial conditions namely site

quality, basal area, number of trees, and age. Site

quality is considered constant through the rotation.

Therefore, given the characteristics of the growth and

yield model the parameters age, basal area and number of

trees per hectare are fixed for any given stand. Since

these three parameters determine specific stand

conditions, they had to be used as state variables in the

DP Network.
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Given that the optimization is performed through

time, the parameter age can define a stage in the network.

Therefore, for a given age (stage) the network has two

state variables (two dimensional state space network),

namely, basal area and number of trees per hectare.

The control variable is the basal area removed during

the thinning. The final harvest is considered a thinning

with no residual basal area and that condition defines the

lowest node for any given stage in the network. Moreover,

the no thinning option is also considered. It is

expressed as a thinning with no removed basal area. This

condition determines the upper nodes for any given stage

in the network. The intermediate nodes in each stage are

defined by the different thinning intensities for any

given stand conditions (including the no thinning option

from stands thinned in the previous stages).

Type of thinning can be optimized by using the DP

model. However, type of thinning was not considered as a

state variable since for any given stand condition and

stage, different thinriings (from below, from above and

mechanical) of the same intensity will produce different

after thinning conditions (i.e. different nodes in the

network). This is because different types of thinnings of

the same intensity will yield the same residual basal area

but different residual number of trees (less trees with a
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thinning from below, more trees with a thinning from above

and an intermediate number for a mechanical thinning). It

is not necessary to define the type of thinning in each

node as a state variable, since the type of thinning will

not determine the state conditions in the next stage.

Thus, optimization in the model is performed over timing,

intensity and type of thinning including time of final

harvest.

When type of thinning is from below, the minimum

diameter after thinning has to be specified to perform the

next prediction, since it will determine the allowable

minimum diameter in the next stage (The minimum diameter

does not determine state varibles but it is considered the

lower bound for the predicted diameter distribution if the

"a" parameter of the predicted Weibull pdf in the

following stage is smaller than the given minimum

diameter). This information also has to be carried over

the network.

A discrete time, discrete state DP formulation was

applied to the network described above. Forward recursion

was used to identify the optimal treatment schedule

(thinnings and final harvest) to the optimization problem

of maximizing Present Net Worth (PNW). The DP formulation

for any given final harvest (considering a ten year



interval among stages) can be expressed as:

h
Maximize P

t=O

with a recursion equation defined by:

sup [Pt(B,N, Bio,Ntio)+fio(Btio,Ntio)]

{Bio, Nio}

where:

h : time of the final harvest.

discounted net profit obtained at age t

Et(Bt, N) : objective function value at age t and

state "Bt, Ne" ( with basal area Bt and

number of trees per hectare Nt).

BtiO, Nt10 : set of feasible states at the stage t-iO

from which the state "Bt, Ne" can be

reached.

) : discounted net profit associated with

moving from every possible state from

the set "B
t-i0' Nio" to the state

"B ?1

t' 't

) : optimal objective function value at age

t-i0 for the node "BtlO, Nt_id'.

The discounted thinning profit at node Pt(Bt,N,BiO

Ntio) is computed as:

t
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C ) CV.) C] (1 j)_t

where:

1 : minimum diameter class removed.

u : maximum diameter class removed.

R1 : stumpage price for diameter class j

destined to industry i C i = 1, 2,

.....7 types of industry to be

supplied).

V. . : Volume thinned from diameter class
ijt

j at stage t destined to industry

1.

C : Thinning cost per cubic meter.

V. : Volume thinned from diameter
3

class j.

Ce : Thinning entry cost per ha.

Using the above recursion equation optimization is

performed constantly during the run. After any one option

(thinning intensity and type) is computed for a specific

stand and stage, the resulting stand is placed into the

proper node. Nodes are identified by three indexes, basal

area, number of trees per hectare and age. The nodes are

considered to have a neighborhood location (Brodie and

Kao, 1979). Thus, each node is an interval whose width

depends on the width interval used for the state variables
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(basal area and number of trees per hectare). The

interval of state variables is a variable itself in the

computer program. Hence, the number of alternatives

compared can be increased by reducing the state interval.

Therefore, the objective function value might be improved

up to a certain limit (See lCao and Brodie, 1979). If

there exists already a stand in the node, the objective

function value of both alternatives is compared and the

best is stored as the node value (also replacing values of

state variables for the best alternative) and the other

alternative is discarded.

Once any stand is projected from one stage to the

next all its characteristics are computed at the new

stage, including the likely diameter distribution. Then,

different intensities and types of thinnings are

simulated. At the same time, the discounted net profit

associated with each one of the alternatives is computed

and added to the cummulative objective function value at

the node from which the new alternative is accessed. This

value is then placed as the objective function value for

the new alternative.

After determining the cumulative net profit, the

alternative is completely defined. Since the objective

function value is cumulative it is also required to define

the objective function value for the next stage. In
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addition, minimum diameter will also determine the

diameter distribution in the next stage when the thinning

is from below. Thus, both variables have to be carried

over the whole network.

During the optimization the actual values for basal

area before and after thinning, number of trees per

hectare before and after thinning, objective function

value, and type of thinning as well as the indexes of the

previous stage nodes from which the current node was

accessed, are stored.

The variable previous node accessed is used at the end

of the optimization to trace back the optimal treatment

schedule for each rotation. Thus, this variable defines

the action taken in each one of the states of the DP

network. The variable "type of thinning" is used to

enrich the state space. Therefore, when the optimal path

is recovered at the end of the optimization this variable

defines the type of silvicultural treatment and the state

variables before and after thinning define the intensity

of such a treatment.
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PRICES AND COST INFORMATION

Equations to predict sawlog volume per stem as a

function of diameter and height were obtained from

Rodriguez and Padilla (1976). Total stem volume was

considered as the pulpwood volume. It also was obtained

from Rodriguez and Padilla (1976). There were no

available equations to predict stem volume which could be

used for plywood. Hence some assumptions were made to

obtain an estimation of this volume.

The Plywood industry requires specific log

characteristics. For instance, logs less than 40 cm

diameter can not be proccessed. In addition, a high

quality log is required for this industrial process.

Hence, the proportion of any stem which can be utilized as

plywood was considered to be only the one which would

produce 1st, 2nd and 3rd quality lumber. Proportions to

estimate volume of lumber by quality at a given log

diameter are available for the IJIEF San Rafael. Thus,

estimations for stem volume to be used for the plywood

industry were obtained by inserting these proportions into

the equations to predict sawlog volume. Stumpage prices

for pulpwood were obtained from the UIEF San Rafael.

Stumpage prices for stems destined to plywood and sawlog

production were obtained from the UIEF PROTINBOS and

PROFORTARAH. A mean value was obtained to perform all
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simulations. All prices are 1986 prices (see Appendix 3).

Each one of the types of industries that can be supplied

means a different quality premium for the total stem

volume per hectare.

If all possible combinations of quality premium

(industries to supply) are considered, seven different

types are obtained. In the DP model each one of the

combinations can be selected for pricing. The seven

different types of quality premium (industries to supply

in the DP model) are applied to a different commercial

stem volumes in the model. These volumes are considered

as follows:

Pulpwood industry: total stem volume.

Sawmill industry: Sawlog volume.

Plywood industry: Plywood proportion of sawlog

volume.

Pulpwood and sawmill industry: sawlog volume and the

remaining volume from the total volume

stem is considered pulpwood volume.

Pulpwood and plywood industry: Plywood proportion of

sawlog volume plus the remaining volume of

the total stem is considered pulpwood

volume.

Plywood and sawmill industry : Plywood proportion

of sawlog volume (because volume for

plywood is more expensive than volume for
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lumber) plus the remaining sawlog volume.

Integrated industry: It is obtained by the maximum of

the combinations above, adding the

pulpwood volume when it is not included.

Thinning costs per cubic meter (it includes technical

assistantship, taxes and sawing) and entry costs per

hectare (roads maintenance) were obtained directly from

the Zoquiapan Experiment Station for the year 1985.

Regeneration costs were obtained from files of the

INIF (National Institute of Forst Research). The linear

cost function is dependent on wage rate and density of

plantation.

A summary of all costs, costs functions, and prices

is shown in Appendix 3.



RESULTS

GROWTH AND YIELD MODEL EVALUATION

Evaluation of Stand Parameters

Growth and yield prediction equations were evaluated

following the procedure described by Knoebel et al.

(1986). Total basal area (in square meters) and total

volume (cubic meters) were computed for the 164 samples by

using the prediction equations. Then, for each sample

observed minus predicted basal area and volume per hectare

were calculated and statistics on residual values were

computed. Summary statistics, as well as an R2 value for

those variables are shown in table 1.

Table 1. Statistics for the residual values representing
observed minus predicted values for stand parameters.

R2 values were computed as:
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Stand No. of
parameter obs.

Mi resid. Mean resid. Max. resid
value value value 2

R

Basal area
(sq.meter per
hectare)

164 +0.061 -0.665 -8.435 .827

Total volume
per ha (cubic
meters per ha)

164 +0.043 30.293 80.348 .961

Mean height
(meters)

164 +0.073 -0.018 2.106 .968



basal area.

R2 = 1

n 2

r
1i=1

(Y_ Y
)2

where:

r. : Y. -
1 1 1

Y. : ith observed value of the

dependent variable.

ith predicted value of the

dependent variable.

Y : mean value of the dependent

variable.

The bias is represented by the mean residual value.

It shows that the basal area prediction tends to be

underestimated (standard deviation = 4.81) by the model.

Underestimations were found in all fully stocked stands.

Mean height is also underestimated (SD = 5.43). This

variable is also underestimated in the fully stocked

stands. In this case the effect of the underestimation of

basal area also affected the mean height since the latter

variable is predicted as a function of basal area. Volume

is the only variable which is overestimated in the model.

The goodness of fit is represented by the R2 value.

It is very good for volume and height and slightly low for
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Evaluation of the Diameter Distribution Prediction

As explained above the validation of the diameter

distribution prediction was linked to the selection

procedure. Appendix 2 shows the results of the evaluation

for the nine selected equations to predict the three

Weibull pdf parameters. The validation procedure used the

predicted mean diameter, sum of absolute deviations, the

chi-square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistics as

evaluation criteria. A program (VALIDAR) to compute all

these statistics for the thirty-six different combinations

of equations for each sample was written. Table 2 shows a

summary of these statistics for the 46 samples used in the

validation process for the selected combination of

equations (See selected combination of equations in

Appendix 2).

Table 2. Summary of statistics in the validation of the
equations to predict the parameters of the Weibull pdf
from stand characteristics.

Diameter (residuals) cm Sum of Mean Mean
mean mm. max. absolute Chi-square K - S

value value value deviations value value

* **
.825 -.071 1.723 46.35 7.67 0.18

* One sample was rejected at a level of a .05, and 32 df
** Two samples were rejected at a level of a.05 and 32 df

The selected equation had a mean rank value of 35.409

(36 would be the maximum). As can be seen in table 2 the
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maximum residual value is smaller than the value for

changing diameter class (2.5 cm). Hence the model

presents little bias. Moreover, the low values of K-S and

Chi-square statistics indicate an excellent goodness of

fit.

No attempt was made to evaluate the expected effect

of thinning regimes (intensity and type) on yield because

no data were available.

GROWTH AND YIELD MODEL LIMITATIONS

Although the growth and yield prediction produced

logical and consistent results there are limitations in

the prediction system of equations:

a) When initial basal area is close to the maximum

basal area for any given number of trees, predictions are

overestimated and many iterations are required to make the

mortality function converge. Hence, more trees than

necessary are considered dead trees in the model. This

overestimation is common when predictions are made over 80

year old stands and it can be attributed to the structure

of the data set used. Only a small number of sample plots

in the 70 - 100 year range were used to fit the equation.

Table 3 shows the proportion of the sample per age class.



Table 3. Proportion of the sample per age class.

Age class Proportion of Age class Proportion of
(years) the sample (%) (years) the sample (7)

10

20

30

40

50

Table 3 suggests that it is best to limit the use of

the model to predictions between 20 - 70 years.

Predictions out of this range should be considered with

caution since not only basal area predictions are biased

but also the predictions of diameter distributions are

biased (as a variable dependent on the basal area

prediction).

Another source of overestimation is accounted for by

the mortality function. The mortality function is

asymptotic to the selfthinning line. Hence, the closer the

stand is to this line the greater the rate of mortality.

Each time a growth and yield projection is performed

the number of trees, basal area, quadratic mean diameter
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1.21

3.03

20.61

15.76

12.73 >

60

70

80

90

100

21.82

16.36

1.82

1.82

4.85
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and volume are checked (Subroutine TEST in program

HARTWEGI performs these operations) to detect possible

illogical results such as an excessive number of trees for

any given average tree size. If these illogical results

are detected because of a wrong projection, an error

message for the poorly behaved variable is written on the

screen and the projection is canceled. For the DP program

the projection is also deleted and the algorithm counts

the number of failed projections. Illogical projections

where detected only at 60 and 70 years when the residual

basal area is extremely low.

The REGEN Subroutine, which computes the growth of

trees up to 15 years does not consider the effect of

density on diameter growth (actually the effect is very

small at young ages). Hence, densities of regeneration

which produce competition before fifteen years (densities

of plantation greater than 8000 seedlings per hectare)

should be avoided for simulations with this model.

Because of the structure of the equations

(continous) and the computer model, predictions of any age

interval can be performed. However, the model was

constructed with data in ten year intervals. Hence, it is

suggested that the model should be used with this interval

as a maximum and, if it is possible, as the only interval.
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d) In the thinning algorithm the expected number of

thinned trees at each diameter class and the minimum

diameter after thinning for any given removed basal area

are estimated from the predicted diameter distribution.

A binary search is used to obtain the truncation point

(i.e. that diameter which equates the absolute value of

the difference between the actual and the estimated basal

area removed). The search for the removed basal area

(control variable in the DP algorithm) was approximated

with a precision level of 0.0001 m2 (0.00033 sq. ft.).

Because each time a bound was changed in the search, the

diameter used to estimate the basal area in the marginal

diameter class was also changed. Often the bounds were

outside of the actual truncation point and no convergence

was reached in the algorithm. For the growth model this

behavior was considered a prediction error and for the DP

algorithm this thinning is not considered. This problem

is specific for the simulations of thinnings from below

and from above. Mechanical thinning does not have this

problem; DP results show no errors when a simulation is

performed when using mechanical thinning.
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DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING MODEL

Algorithm Limitations

The algorithm was written to perform simulations with

a minimum of 1 sq. meter basal area interval and a 20

trees per ha. interval. However, shorter basal area

intervals are allowed but the number of lost arcs (i.e.

those deleted arcs which were linked to the same node but

with a lower objective function value than the value

already recorded in the node) is extremely high.

On the other hand, given the age of the first stage,

thinnings are simulated until a residual basal area less

than or equal to five square meters is reached. For the

remaining stages thinnings are simulated until the

residual basal area is half of the basal area before

thinning. These limits were set considering possible

biased projections in the growth model. The DP model

performance at each stage is shown on the screen.

Accumulated number of superior nodes, comparisons,

thinnings and growth model errors are reported on the

screen each time a stage is finished and a summary of

these statistics plus the number of lost arcs and the

computation time are reported in the output. The output

shows the best management strategy (by using PNW as a

comparison criterion) for the number of rotation ages

desired. Moreover, a summary of the best management

strategy at each rotation age is provided. An output



In order to find a basal area and number of trees
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example, as well as the input data are shown in appendix 5

Node Interval Test

For a fully stocked stand of P. hartwegi of medium

site quality, at age 30 there are about 1500 trees per ha

and 30 square meters of basal area. At age 80 with the

same conditions there are only 350 trees per ha. and 35

sq. meters of basal area. This means that basal area is

important to define the node interval at young ages since

a small change in this variable will have a large impact

on the stand conditions. However, at old ages, trees are

larger, and they have accumulated enough basal area in

such a way that a change of one sq. meter of basal area

would mean a change in 2 or 3 trees per ha. Hence, the

number of trees becomes an important stand descriptor for

DP formulations at old ages.

The discrete dynamic programming formulation by using

the neighborhood concept requires the specification of the

width of the "neighborhood". This width, which will be

called state interval has to be specified for each one of

the state variables. The state interval is directly

related to the precision of the discrete DP formulation

used. The larger the interval, the fewer the computations,

aithought the number of alternatives considered also

decreases (Kao, 1980).



interval which produced a fairly large number of

alternatives yet did not require an excesive number of

computations, several intervals were tested for both state

variables.

In all cases the Present Net Worth (PNW) value for

the optimal rotation was $8.92 (Thousand of Mexican pesos)

at age 40 considering the following standard values in the

DP optimization:

Site quality 2 (22.5 - 26 m of dominant

height at 50 years base age).

No. of trees regenerated. 2000(average density of

plantation in the region).

Interest rate 12 percent per year.

Initial age 20 years ( at age 10 the

most of the trees have not reached 1.3 m.

height and so the model measures BA

at 0.30 m height).

Maximum rotation 70 years ( maximum age

projection for the growth model).

Thinning type mechanical C It was

considered the intermediate type).

Regeneration costs $ 14.776 (thousand of

Mexican pesos, considering wage of $ 2333

per day).

Industry to supply Pulpwood Industry (current

industry).
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Stumpage price for pulpwood. $ 7274.00 per cubic

meter including bark.

The PNW values for the remaining rotations (i.e. 40,

60, 70 years) were quite different and as supposed it

decreased as the basal area interval increased. The

computation time varied inversely to the basal area

interval (i.e. the smaller the basal area interval the

longer the computer time consumed). The number of trees

per ha. interval had the same inverse relationship to the

computer time but it was not as extreme as the BA

interval. The time consumed by the 1 sq. meter basal area

interval was roughly 4 times the time consumed by the 2

sq. meters BA interval (given the same number of trees

interval) and almost six times the time consumed by the 3

sq. meter BA interval

Figure 1 shows the effect of basal area and number of

trees interval on the objective function value (PNW) at

rotation age 70.

This figure shows how the objective function value is

not strongly affected by the number of trees interval.

Moreover these results show that at the last stages of the

optimization rather than during the earlier stages, the

state interval becomes more important to the objective

function value since in all cases the optimal rotation

age was 40 years with exactly the same PNW value

regardless of the node interval.
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Figure 1. Effect of node interval on the objective
function value. BAi represents a basal area of i sq.
meters. -

Although these results do not show it, the number of

trees interval does increase the number of alternatives

analyzed by the DP algorithm. One way to show it is by

looking at the increasing number of superior nodes created

as the number of trees interval is reduced. However, by

reducing the node interval (increases the number of

alternatives) the number of lost arcs (i.e. alternatives

which reach the same node and are deleted because of a

lower PNW) increases and the probability to lose

alternatives which might accumulate a marginally higher

objective function value in late stages of a given

rotation is also increased.
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The ratio of the number of lost arcs to the number of

superior nodes created provides an estimation of this

probability of losing arcs. This ratio depends on the

basal area as well as the number of trees interval.

Since basal area is the control variable it has the

greatest effect on this ratio. The smaller the basal area

interval the greater the number of superior nodes created

and the greater the number of lost arcs. Therefore, it is

supposed that an increment in the number of trees interval

would increase the number of lost arcs since for a given

basal area interval more alternatives would reach the same

node (state). Hence, the ratio should be increasing for

an increasing number of trees interval given any basal

area interval. Figure 2 shows this effect for the node

intervals tested.

This behavior is true when using small basal area

intervals. When basal area is 10 m2 or more the number of

trees interval has no effect on the ratio. This means

that the number of alternatives compared is so small that

the number of superior nodes generated is completely

determined by basal area and the number of lost arcs

becomes constant and approaches zero as basal area

interval increases.
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Figure 2. Ratio of lost arcs to superior nodes.
BA1 represents a basal area of i square meters.

When basal area interval is less than 10 m2 the number

of trees interval has an inverse relationship to the

number of states created. This behavior would suggest

that reducing the number of trees interval in the last

stages (when number of trees interval has the greatest

effect) would improve the objective function value for the

last stages. However this is not true. Figure 1 shows

that for the same basal area interval number of trees

interval has no effect on the selection of the best

management regime for a given rotation age. Number of

trees per ha is an important state descriptor in this kind
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of model since it helps to distinguish types of thinnings

for a given removed basal area. For the DP model 2 sq.

meters of basal area and 30 trees per ha were selected as

values for node intervals since a fairly large number of

alternatives is created and the percentage of lost arcs is

not extremely large.



ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Several management alternatives were simulated to

evaluate the effect of type of thinning, industry to

supply (quality premium), site quality, interest rate and

density of plantation on the expected PNW values for the

best management alternative at several rotation ages.

Effect of Type of Thinning

Different types of thinnings have different effects

on residual stock. The purpose of thinnings is to increase

the rate of growth and the total production of the stand

by removing trees of different crown classes. In

thinnings from below the poorest crown classes (i.e. the

smallest trees) are thinned first, followed by working

upward in consecutive order through the better crown

classes (biggest trees). Thus, the biggest trees are

provided with more space to increase their rate of growth.

In thinnings from above the upper classes are thinned,

providing the smallest trees with more space to grow.

These trees have been suppressed, hence the response to

thinning is slower. Mechanical thinnings take out an

equal proportion of trees by diameter class. Thus the

space created is available for all crown classes.

To evaluate the effect of type of thinning on the

selection of the best mangement regime at each rotation
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Figure 3. Maximum Present Net Worth obtained at each
rotation by simulating three different types of thinning,
supplying a pulpwood industry.
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age, the three types of thinnings described above, as well

as the joint optimization by selecting from the three

types at the same time were simulated. The simulations

considered two different types of industries to supply,

pulpwood and integrated industries. The effect of type of

thinning on the maximum PNW at each rotation age is shown

in figures 3 and 4. As was expected, the best type of

thinning which guarantees the maximum PNW for the best

management regime at each rotation varies with the type of

industry to supply (i.e. quality premium). For a

Pulpwood Industry the effect of different types of

thinnings is shown in figure 3.

60 70
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Figure 4. Maximum Present Net Worth obtained at each
rotation by simulating three diffferent types of
thinning, supplying an integrated industry.

When only one type of thinning was simulated the best

type was from below, followed by the mechanical thinning

and the thinning from above for the six rotations

analyzed. In all cases, the joint optimization of the

three types of thinnings yielded a better objective

function value for each rotation age. Thus, by using a

joint optimization over type of thinning a greater number

of alternatives is created enriching the state space of

the network. Table 4 shows the order of thinning

schedules for the joint optimization compared to thinnings

from below for a 70 year rotation and the standard values

in the optimization model.

60 70
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Age Accum. P. N. w. B. A. along rotation
(Mexican pesos) Thinning (square meters)
Thinning joint type in Thinning joint

years from optimiza joint from below optimizat.
below tion optimizat. B T A T B T A T

20 -14.775 - 14.775 No thin. 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3

30 - 9.603 - 10.610 below 34.7 18.7 34.7 14.7

40 - 0.737 16.828 above 33.5 17.0 32.5 17.5

50 3.839 15.058 mechanic 36.6 18.6 36.6 18.6

60 5.764 14.041 below 40.1 20.1 40.0 20.0

70 7.569 13.560 clear cut 42.5 0. 45.9 0.

BT : before thinning. AT : after thinning.
B.A. stand basal area.
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Table 4 shows how joint optimization of thinnings

makes use of the different rates of growth produced by

different thinnings when biomass production is optimized.

During the first stages, thinning from below (high

intensity) stimulates growth of big trees and is

profitable in a shorter time since future thinnings are

directed toward big trees except for the last one, where

the fast rate of diameter growth is used to increase the

profit for the final harvest. On the other hand, when

only thinning from below is simulated the greatest rate of

diameter growth is not considered. The optimization

searchs for the highest return which requires a greater

number of trees leaving few trees for the final harvest.

These trees are big but in small number.

Table 4. Comparison of best management regimes for a 70
year rotation simulating thinning from below and a joint
optimization of thinnings using 12% interest rate.



Although figure 3 shows that mechanical thinnings

yielded almost the same PNW at each rotation age as do

thinning from above, this is not true. There exists a

slight difference between real values. Moreover, the

intensity of thinnings varies. Figure 5 shows the basal

area along the rotation using thinning from above and

mechanical thinning. In this case, both thinnings have the

same intensity during the first stages. The graph shows

how thinnings from above have less effect on the rate of

growth after thinning because of the greater number of

stems left, resulting not only in more competiton but also

in a lower rate of growth. This total effect causes a

lower growth in basal area and a lower accumulated PNW

over the rotation.
45
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Figure 5. Basal area over a seventy year rotation
simulating two different types of thinning and a
pulpwood industry.
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For the integrated industry (Figure 4) the

mechanical type of thinning was the thinning which yielded

the maximum PNW for the best management strategy at each

rotation age. It was followed by thinnings from above and

thinning from below.

The joint optimization of thinnings yieldedthe same

management strategy for each rotation as the mechanical

thinning. In this case, the selection of the alternatives

for the joint optimization was not only based on the rate

of growth of the species at different ages, but also it

considered the maximum price of the product obtained.

Given that an integrated industry can use any stem (with

more than 15 cm dbh), mechanical thinning provides a wider

possibility of products in the long run and a better rate

of growth for all diameter classes. Therefore, the

possibility to increase the rate of biomass (pulpwood) and

to obtain big size trees is greater without restrictions

of type of product.

For long rotations the difference in PNW for

alternatives using thinning from above is extremely low

compared to mechanical thinning. The difference can be

attributed to the low response to thinnings of lower

diameter classes (simulated in the growth model as a large

number of trees for the same basal area). Hence, the
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difference in diameter distributions which had been

created by different thinnings during the first stages

produce a big difference when the quality premium is

higher.

Effect of Type of Industry

Three types of industries to supply as well as all

possible combinations of them were simulated using

standard values in the DP optimization. Table 5 shows the

best management strategies at each rotation age for five

different types of industries. The two extreme cases

(i.e. the minimum PNW value at each age represented by the

pulpwood industry and the maximum value represented by

the integrated industry) were discussed above.

Table 5. PNW for the best management strategy at each
rotation age for five different types of industries to
supply.

age Plywood Plywood Sawmill Sawmill Plywood Pulp
(years) and and and

Pulp Pulp Sawmill
( Thousands of Mexican Pesos )
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20 -14.775 -14.775 -14.775 -14.775 -14.775 -14.775
30 -13.777 -13.192 -12.968 -12.883 -12.968 -10.610
40 78.518 142.640 150.865 169.597 150.865 8.203
50 63.091 112.888 112.336 129.831 112.336 6.292
60 64.921 105.564 106.819 123.380 107.944 4.919
70 62.765 98.345 103.289 119.265 105.228 4.451
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Table 5 shows that the lowest PNW is obtained when

the single buyer is a Pulp Industry. As was described

before, the maximum PNW values were obtained when the

buyer was an integrated industry. This situation

represents a free market where the land owner can sell his

product to the best buyer according the type of product he

obtains. The PNW at each rotation age for the best

management alternative increases when the single buyer is

a Pulp and Sawmill industry, followed by Plywood and Pulp

industry, Plywood and Sawmill, Sawmill, and finally the

Plywood, in that order. Note that the difference between

having a Sawmill and a Sawmill and Plywood industry is

very small and is evident only in the last stages of the

rotation when the higher value for plywood is considered

because of the bigger size of the trees.

Effect of Interest Rates

Figures 6 and 7 show the effect of interest rates on

the PNW of the best management strategy for given rotation

ages. As was expected, an increase in the interest rate

had a negative effect not only in the PNW but also on the

optimum rotation age. The greater the interest rate the

shorter the rotation. This was a general behavior for all

different combinations of quality premium. However the

effect of interest rates on optimal rotation is also

weighted by the type of quality premium to be used. For

instance, if only pulpwood is considered the optimal



rotation at a 10 percent interest rate happens to be at 40

years. While, by using the same interest rate but allowing

the quality premium to be only for plywood, optimal

rotation was obtained at 50 years. This combination

yielded the same optimal rotation age (50 years) if a six

percent interest rate were used.

This behavior could be explained by the fact that the

low interest rate leaves stands to grow for a longer time

when they reach dimensions which make them more

profitable. Figure 7 shows that the marginal internal

rate of return is usually between 14 and 12 percent.
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Figure 6. Effect of interest rate simulating a mechanical
type of thinning and a pulpwood industry.
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Figure 7. Effect of high interest rates on PNW simulating
a mechanical type of thinning and a pulpwood industry.

Effect of Site Quality

To illustrate the effect of site quality on the

selection of optimal management regimes at different

rotation ages, standard values for the DP optimization

model were used. Physical rotation (culmination of mean

annual increment) for P. hartwegii happens to be at 62, 64

and 68 years for site quality I, II, and III,

respectively. Figure 8 shows maximum values of PNW for

optimal regimes at different rotation ages. The better the

site quality the greater the PNW obtained at each best

rotation age.
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Figure 8. Effect of site quality on PNW obtained at
different rotation ages simul-atinga mechanical type of
thinning, pulpwood industry and 12% interest rate.

Another effect which can be analyzed is the rate at

which stands of different site qualities improve the

objective function value (PNW) at different rotation ages.

For instance, site quality III stands, not only took a

longer time to reach the optimal economic rotation but

also a rotation longer than the optimum decreased the PNW

at a faster rate than for better site qualities. This

effect can be attributed to the low rate of growth in low

site quality stands. Moreover, it would suggest that low

quality sites should not be left to grow big dimension
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trees since the rate of loss is greater. However,

comparison betweeen this rate of economic loss by leaving

poor quality stands growing for a longer time and the

opportunity cost of growing good quality stands for

pulpwood (in shorter rotations which yield a higher

benefit) instead of growing them to obtain trees of a

given dimension (e.. raw materials for plywood) would be

necessary to obtain those conclusions.

Site quality showed other effects on mangement

alternatives during the simulations. The better the site

quality the greater the number and intensity of

silvicultural treatments which can be performed. For

instance, at a 60 year rotation the best management

alternative for site quality III stands does not consider

any thinning, while site quality I stands selects three

thinnings before reaching 60 years.

Moreover, for a long rotation the time at which the

stand is profitable (positive PNW values) occurs sooner

for better site qualities.

Effect of Density of Plantation

Densities of plantations for fast growing species

range between 1500 and 2500 trees per hectare. For slow

growing species such as P. hartwegii, this range seems to

be high. Five different plantation densities were
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simulated and PNW values for the optimal management

strategies at different rotation ages (20 to 70) were

obtained. Figure 9 shows these results.

In all cases the lower the density of plantation the

greater the PNW at each rotation age. Only one exception

was found. For a fifty year rotation the PNW value for

2000 plants per ha is greater than the PNW for 1500 plants

per ha.

a 01000

20

Dl 500

40 50

C E (y.er.)
02000 4 02500

70

x 03000

Figure 9. Effect of different densities of plantation on
the maximum Present Net Worth obtained at several rotation
ages. Di represents a plantation density of i seedlings
per ha.

Since at 20 years no silvicultural treatments are

profitable, natural mortality reduces the initial density
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to approximately 1500 trees (at site quality II, no more

than 1600 trees per ha are expected to grow at 30 years).

Hence densities of plantation above 1500 trees per hectare

will have approximately the same stock at 30 years (there

will be a variation since low initial densities will have

lower number of trees). Thus, the high costs of

plantation will render unprofitables those densities of

plantation of more than 1500 trees per ha less

profitable. Therefore, it should be recommended that

plantation densities assure approximately 1500 trees (i.e.

survival of 1500 trees).



CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this study was to develop an

optimization model to analyze the economic differences

between optimum silvicultural treatments and the

management strategy followed by the UIEF San Rafael. This

analysis was performed by using a Dynamic Programming

formulation fed with information from a growth and yield

model. The formulation allows one to characterize the

economic problem without violating the principles of any

DP formulation.

The adaptations of Vaista's optimization model

(Valsta, 1985) to perform a joint optimization of types of

thinning yielded good results. The use of type of

thinning as an associated control variable and not as a

state variable does not violate the optimality principle

for the joint optimization of thinnings and enriches the

solution. The use of different units such as sq.

meters per ha for basal area and number of stems per ha

increases largely the state space compared to the use of

units such as sq. feet per acre or No. of stems per acre.

The total effect is an exponential increment in computer

time consumed. The joint optimization of types of

thinning in the same run increases by a factor of three

the number of thinnings that the model performs at each

stage but the increase in number of nodes accessed is
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minor. Hence computation time increase is closer to

arithmetic than exponential.

The growth and yield model produced estimates with

small bias for the variables basal area and mean height,

within the interval of prediction 10 - 70 years. The

procedure to fit Weibull parameters to stand attributes

yielded excellent results and should be recommended when

working with data of extreme variation.

Results show the negative effect in forest management

caused by having a single legislated buyer with only one

type of industry in the area of influence of the UIEF San

Rafael. First, there is a reduction of about 85% in the

PNW obtained by having only a Pulp industry as a unique

buyer instead of having an integrated industry. This

percentage decreases as the industry gets different levels

of integration. A single buyer with a sawtimber industry

increases the profit at a higher rate than a plywood

buyer.

Economic analysis of this type where optimization of

harvest schedules is performed would be recommended to

select types of industries to establish in isolated

regions of the country where transportation costs are

extremely high. Thus type of industry would fit with the

type of species grown and land owners would be benefited.

This analysis enables recommending the type of

industry the IJIEF San Rafael should add to increase
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benefit for the land owners and assure supply of raw

materials. For this case and using P. hartwegii as

reference, a sawmill industry would be the best.

The type of thinnings performed in the area can be

characterized as thinnings from below. This type of

thinning provides the best result for the type of industry

in the region. However, combining types of thinning and

intensities along the rotation increases the profit of the

crop. Something interesting to discuss is the maximum

basal area to be removed in each thinning established by

the Mexican Forest Law. It states that no more than 30%

of the basal area can be removed during thinnings. This

percentage is very low. It not only causes more mortality

(volume lost in the rotation), but also decreases the

rate of growth and profits throughout the rotation. In

all of the cases where a pulp industry was simulated, the

first thinning is a high intensity thinning, even more

severe than the 30% established by law.

The density of plantation recommended in the region

varies according to species between 1000 and 2500

seedlings per hectare. This recommendation has no economic

basis. From this study it is evident that such densities

are very high given the low rate of growth of the species.
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APPENDIX I

EQUATIONS USED IN THE GROWTH

AND YIELD PREDICTION MODEL

OBTAINED FROM OTHER SOURCES
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From Torres (1984):

Relationship diameter inside bark - diameter outside bark

LOG(DIB) = 0.274728 + 1.046538 LOG(DOB)

Crown closure line:

CC = 6.129953 - 1.466825 DDC

Selfthinning line:

ST = 9.512068 - 1.522885 DVOL

Growth of seedlings at different site qualities (up to 15
years).

Site quality I

Site quality II

Site quality III

VOL 4.768641 LOG(AGE) 0.828903 LOG2(AGE)= --13.163368 +

VOL = -10.308930 + 1.394179 LOG(AGE) - 0.047228 LOG (AGE)

79

HM = - 0.148304 + 0.114506 AGE + 0.029847 AGE2 -

- 0.002657 AGE3

DIA = AGE2 I (4.495693 + 0.186126 AGE 2)

VOL = - 0.011043 + 0.10442 AGE - 0.003067 AGE2

0.000452 AGE3 - 0.000023 AGE4

HM = 0.014758 + 0.143892 AGE + 0.032060 AGE2 -

- 0.003682 AGE3

DIA = AGE2 I (2.583248 + 0.209571 AGE 2)



HM = AGE2 I (24.848960 + 0.589715 AGE2)

DIA = AGE2 / (8.462229 + 0.157368 AGE2)

Stand density index

SDI = exp ( 12.168629 - 1.706642 LOG (DQ) )

From Rodriguez and Padilla (1976):

VOL = EXP(- 9.537727 + 1.964953 LOG(DQ)

0.890551 LOG(HM))

From Orantes (1982):

Relationships dominant height - age for each site quality:

Site quality I

HD = AGE2 / (33.0213 + 0.0259 AGE2 )

Site quality II

HD = AGE2 / (39.1355 + 0.0284 AGE2 )

Site quality III

HD = AGE2 / (47.4087 + 0.0317 AGE2 )

DIB : diameter inside bark.
DOB : diameter outside bark.
HM : total stem height.
AGE : mean stand age.
CC : log of mean tree volume at crown closure density.
DDC : log of expected density at crown closure density.
ST : log of mean tree volume at selfthinning density.
DVOL : log of expected density at selfthinning density.
HD : dominant height.
ALFUL : sawlog volume of the stem.
BA : basal area.
VOL : total stein volume.
DIA : diameter measured at 30 cm height.
DQ : quadratic mean diameter.
SDI : stand density index.
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APPENDIX II

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EQUATIONS USED IN

THE GROWTH AND YIELD PREDICTION MODEL
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MODEL

HDC = DIA2 I (b0 + b1DIAM + b2DIA2)

COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC

R2 995
SUM OF SQURED RESID 13.450
ADJUSTED R .994
F-STATISTIC 1011.780

DEPENDENT VARIABLE.... Log of basal area at the end of the
growth period (LBA2).

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES: - A1 Age at the beginning of the
growth period.

- A2 Age at the end of the growth period

- Stand dominant height (ALDOM).

- Nat. log of basal area at the

beginning of the growth period (LBA1).
MODEL

LBA2 = (A1/A2) LBA1 + b0(1 - A1/A2) + b1ALDOM (1 - A11A2)

R2 .899
SUM OF SQURED RESID 2.786
ADJUSTED R .898
F-STATISTIC 508.115
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE.... Height per diameter class (HDC).

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES:- diamter at breast height (DIAM).

- DIAM raised to second power(DIA2).

b0 15.45675 5.200998 2.97188

b1 0.09560 0.280198 0.34119

b2 0.031225 0.003299 9.46242

COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC

b0 3.97707 0.4089254 9.72566

b1 0.13977 0.020936 6.67595



MODEL

LVOL2 = b0 + b1ALDOM + b2A2 + b3(A1/A2) LBA2

COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC
b0 1.87363 0.084613 22.14352

b1 0.02953 0.002155 13.70695

b2 -12.57500 2.574316 -4.88479

b3 1.01906 0.017896 56.94403

R2 977
SUM OF SQURED RESID 0.884
ADJUSTED R .977
F-STATISTIC 1619.680

.270
SUM OF SQURED RESID 2792.234
ADJUSTED R .241
F-STATISTIC 10.323
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE.... Nat. Log. of stand volume at the
end of the growth period (LVOL2).

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES: - Stand dominant height (ALDOM).
- Age at the end of the growth period AGE2
- Age at the beginning of the growth

period AGE1.
- Log Nat. of basal area at the end of the
growth period (LBA2).

A = b0 + b1INAH + b2INDIA + b3LALT + b4 LDOM

COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC
b0 44.42892 15.576200 2.85239

-1570.88920 278.450020 -5.64158

b2 -3.07586 1.072682 -2.86749

b3 14.37353 6.722024 2.13827

b4 -18.90000 6.941415 -2.72278

DEPENDENT VARIABLE.... Location parameter for the Weibull
distribution ( A ).

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES: - Inverse of the mean height (INAH)
- Inverse of quadratic mean diameter

(INDIA).
- Nat log, of mean height (LALT).

MODEL
- Nat. log of dominant height (LDOM).



DEPENDENT VARIABLE.... Scale parameter for the Weibull
distribution ( B ).

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES:- Squared of quadratic mean diameter
(DIA2).

- Dominant height (ALDOM).
- Inverse of mean height (INAH).

MODEL
A = b0 + b1DIA2 + b2 ALDOM + INAHb3

DEPENDENT VARIABLE.... Shape parameter for the Weibull
distribution ( A ).

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES: -Age at the end of the growth
period (AGE2).

- Dominant height (ALDOM).
- Mean height (ALT2).

MODEL

A = + AGE2 + ALDOM + ALT2b0 b1 b2 b3

593
SUM OF SQURED RESID 79.229
ADJUSTED R .579
F-STATISTIC 34.427
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COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC

b0 -2.26995 2.635729 -0.86122

b1 84.44854 11.819244 7.14500

b2 0.40457 0.125798 3.21604

b3 1698.28810 218.098210 7.78680

COEFFICIENT STANDARD ERROR T-STATISTIC

b0 3.32724 0.697455 4.77055

b1 0.00865 0.006769 1.27759

b2 -0.18342 0.039684 -4.62205

b3 0.00783 0.001149 6.82015

R2 .796
SUM OF SQURED RESID 2468.360
ADJUSTED R .789
F-STATISTIC 129.586



DEPENDENT VARIABLE..., expected mean tree volume at a
given density ( Y )

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES:log of expected density at crown
closure (DCC).

log of expected density at the predicted
mean volume per tree (DVOL)

MODEL

Y = EXP ( - A (DCC - DVOL )B)

COEFFICIENT M S E CONVERGENCE

EQUATIONS WHICH PREDICT THE WEIBULL PARAMETERS USED IN
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THE VALIDATION PROCESS

A = 19.558651 + 84.9301 DQ2 - 2.59868 LNAH

A + B = 1.09575 + 86.06003 DQ2 + 739.33249 INAH

B = - 2.269951 + 84.4485 DIA2 + 0.40457 ALDOM +

+ 1698.2881 INAH

B = 54.9272 + 0.383559 ALDOM + 1601.2687 INAH -

+ 22.7400 INDIA + 2.38571 INDIA2

C = 4.33557 - 0.14839 ALDOM + 0.0002238 ALT3

C = 1.877628 - 6.00008 DOM3 + 0.00022 ALT3

A - 7.41680 0.072 - 0.00056

B 0.10422 0.109 - 0.05417



APPENDIX III

PRICES AND COST INFORMATION
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Minimum wage (year 1985) $

Entry costs $

Thinning entry costs $

Stumpage prices for pulpwood $

Stumpage prices for sawlog $

Stumpage prices for plywood $

REGENERATION COSTS (REGCOS)

REGCOS = (MINIMUM WAGE) + (DENSITY OF PLANTATION)*3.897 I
1500

Table 6. Proportions type of product per total stem
obtained for different log diameters.

292.00/hr

800.00/ha

1250. 00/rn3

7274.00/rn3

14500.00/rn3

18000.00/rn3

* Considering sawlog volume as total stem volume.
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D A N E T
Type of 0-15 15 - 30 30 - 50 50 - 70 > 70
Product cm cm cm cm cm

Pulpwood .876 .876 .876 .876 .876

*
Sawlog 0 0 . 794 .956 .988

*
Plywood 0 0 .450 .795 .832



APPENDIX IV

GROWTH AND YIELD SIMULATOR

(Computer program and example
of input data and output )
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Ci Cm' Ci C C ; t Cm Cm C C. -Cr C gU - Li L Li I C fl ,

GROWTH AND YIELD PREDICTION MODEL FOR

PINUS HPcRTWEGII . LINDL. IN ZOQUUIAPN

FOR. El?. STATION

u*:* SWERS TO THE PROGRAM CAN BE GIVEN AS REAL NUMBERS

OR JUST YES )r) OR NO )N.

a a 7: 7,bur.I.r, nnr Tm' trm trCm.aTam:yr tur rr:nra4Z** Iht P1C 7717 u iruinic n rro
*r** THE ANSWER 8888 IS TO REINITIALIZE THE PROGRAM

HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE

WHAT IS THE OUTPUT FILE NAME 7
SIx CHARAC.): TEST

HA1 15 THE AGE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE GROWTH PERIOD 2
30

WhAT IS THE AGE AT THE END OF THE GROWTH PERIOD 7
40

SITE DUALITY OF THE STAND 7

4HAT IS THE INITIAL BASAL AREA 7 (1 IF UNKNOWN)
31.9

WHAT IS THE NO. OF TREES / HA 2 U IF UNKNOWN)
65)

DO OU WANT TO THIN THE STAND 2 v (YES) N (NO;

WHAT BASAL AREA DO YOU WANT TO THIN ;S. METERS) 2
C

TYPE D THINNING DO OU WAN TO SIMULATE
* FROM BELOW
* FROM ABOVE 2

; MECHANiCAL 3

Nu THINwINb 4

10 yOu NAx4T TO DO ANOTHER PREDICTION / N

TH PR0GRA HAS BEEN TERMINATED
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-.

Ar

ER OuTPuT FROi PROGRAI ARTI

,-rrrr rH;
ri:: ror'. rn-i.

STAND TABLE SUMMARY

'7 1' ii TSA'AI At.1.I1L DNML Miltil
NUM. TREES/HECTE
MINIMUM DIMETE

,n r,A'r?r - t;s fl',, rrrr.,.?JPU1",NI1' I.CNi LMIIIrI.
IAXIMUM DIAMETER
DOMINANT hEIOHI
MEAN HE1SHT
TOTAL VOuUME

a = Ar-s
VI
I,-,400 1L.1.iI

0A 1.71
23 2.930

0.594

TOTAL 30.445

i.c'OO SIUARE iETERS

arAr.r-

15. 6 0.114 9.23 0.545 0.000fl 7 ,'It 4774 Sfif, IA',Ji. J.'.,jL i.,iU'it rI 0 Inn 4; Ic -p., r4fl-.J. 100 .i.7 £0.'.? lh.07U7,' 414 14 '1it 40 Ar, 4. Al44,). 100 .. IL..? 17.t0 1J6.1)St f4 = fist, P44 p., '71 IP'ttl 7A0. I.71 .i.0V 1.J,1/.1I
.1,', 15 a fl'7A 'is ,a '7' r,-r, ,,nrLI h. .."J L.?.Lt .?U.d'J0At A A Cr.! fi& tfi - t'!j ICAA '745t V.J70 LtIh b.,jh.

Irs,,, 'It AAC sit ,. "Yflrl APIi1IIP4 ,...I.'I'tI .sL.J.1,.JV L;..?7I.l,.

STAND AD STOCK TABLE
(AFTER THINNING)

THINNING FRD BELOW

COMERC1AL
6 -1 EES AE iEp- TOT IEISHT '7iJT IJLUME uL1,NE
CM; 'hA SQ.PITR) (METERS) ICUBIC Ml (S.F.

PREDICTED STAND

SD METERS

CENTIMETERS

CENT I METERS

CENT I METERS

I trIO
METERS

CUBIC METERS
yEARS

16.75 5.545 0.000
19.48 106.10 0.000
21.80 78.367 18557.748'ii 7' 11t.c A"!

c's - c'i ItAA 7 =,

'sir. 'C', fir,!,-, I-,LlO.b,Jid L/,7I
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STAND AND ETOCv TABLE

COMERCIALr 1' sorer- rAt' ht,A tat ;rt It Sr.? 4444 f SirS'4F,0 0pl..MrS6pI UI. flL01I LII. YULL..1.. VULUr?6.
-s 4 F. Sn St.; ,Mrrrnr-; 4fl4107r- 114 ' IIr'I trIp? (OU.lII,,/ ?rItrI0, 11,11011. III b.r.



C PROGRAM HARTWE6X. THIS PROGRAM IS A YIELD AND 6RDWTH MODEL FOR
C PINUS HARTNEGII 111(01. GROWING IN ZOOUIAPAN, MEXICO.

IMPLICIT REAL*4 (N)
REALe8 A B, C, DMINAT OMIN DM1, TRUN, GAMMA
CHARACTE ANS a 4 ANSa1 0(JIFILE*12
COMNON/VALOR/SANVAL PLAYVA,SAWPLA PULPVA,SAWPUL PLAYPU VAuNT
COMMON/ESCRIB/IND T&EES2,DMIN,DNAI,QMDAT ,DREM,ATREM,BAR,VOL2,

+RATIO,ARMUER D$INAT
COMMON/PRUEBA/BA1, NAH1, AGE!

WRITE(* I) ' GROWTH AND YIELD PREDICTION MODEL FOR

I FORMAT(B('*') I/I,A,I/, P11105 HARTWESII LINDL. IN ZOGUIAPAN FOR
+. EXP. STATION1 II aecea ANSWERS TO THE ROGRAM CAN BE GIVEN AS
+REAL NUMBERS

/) 131,0R JUST YES (Y) DR NO (N) //fUU THE
+ANSEWR 9999 IS To TR$INATE THE PROGRAM ii Iftif f HE ANSWER 888
+8 IS TO REINITiALIZE THE PROBRAN',/I,68(t.J)
WRITE(a, 8)
READ(*, a)
WRITE(a, 61) WHAT IS THE OUTPUT FILE NAME ?

61 FORMAT (A I (MAX. SIX CHARAC.') : ')
READ(* 2 OUTFILE

2 FORMAT IA)
OPEN(1 FILE=OIJTFILE, STATIJS:NEW)
60 TO

5 WRITE(a 7) THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN REINITIALIZED
7 FORMAT(I1/lIIIII,A,IlIl)

WRITE(' 8)
8 FORflAT(/II//I,' HIT RETUR

+11 TO CONTINUE ')
READ(*, a)

C

C Input data and check each one of the input data.
-------------

3 1110 = I
DMIN - LU!
BAI = 1.8
NAN! :
AND! 1.0

C

10 CONTINUE
WRITE(a, 15)

15 FORMAT(// WHAT IS THE AGE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE GROWTH PERIOD
+ / :

(EAD(4 a) AGE!
IF (A61 .LE. 90. .1010. AGE! .6E. L) 60 TO 30
IF (AGE! .ED. 9999) 60 TO 998
IF (AGE! .EO. 8888) 80 TO 5
CALL TEST (AGEI 1 RESP)
IF (RESP .EQ. I oO TO 38
IF (RESP .EO. 1) 60 TO ii

30 WRITE(a 35)
35FORMAT/ WHAT IS THE AGE AT THE END OF THE GROWTH PERIOD,/

?(EAD(. a) A6E2
IF (A62 .EQ. 9999) 60 TO 998
IF (AGE2 .EO. 8888) GO TO 5
IF (AGE2 .LT. AGE!) THEN

WRITE (a, 37)
37 FORMAT( PROJECTION AGE IS SMALLER THAN INITIAL AGE')

GO TO 30
END IF
IF(A6E2 .LE. 90. .AND. A6E2 .61. 0.) GO TO 40
CALL TEST (AGE2 2 RESP)
IF (RESP .EQ. 0 sO TO 40
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IF (RESP .EQ. 1) 60 TO 39
39 WRITE (1 38)
38 FORPtAT (' AGE IS OUT OF THE RANGE OF PROJECTION)

60 TO 3$
4$ WRITE(*, 45)
45 FDRNAT(i/ SITE QUALITY OF THE STAND ' ,/, : ')

READ(i, *i CS
IF (CS .EQ. 9999) GD TO 998
IF (CS .EO. 8888) 60 TO 5
CALL TEST (CS, 3, RESP)
IF (RESP .EO. I. .AND. AGE1 .GT. I.) 80 TO 58
IF(RESP .EQ. 1. .AND. ABEl .EP. 8.) 60 TO 7$
IF (RESP .EQ. 1) THEN

WRITECI ) SITE QUALITY OUT OF THE LIMITS OF PROJECTION
60 10 4

END IF
48 WRITE(* 49) **'n' CAUTION ***n**
49 FORJIAT1,51,A / ' AT LEAST ONE OF THE TWO VARIABLES BASAL AREA OR

+' / 'ND. OF TthS PER HA HAS TO BE KNOWN)
58 C?JNfINUE

WRITE(. 55)
55 FORPIAT()/, WHAT IS THE INITIAL BASAL AREA ' (1 IF UNKNOWN)',!,

+' : ')
READ(I *)BAI
IF (BA! .EQ. 1.)THEN

RESP = 2.
60 TO 7$

END IF
RESP = 1.8
IF (BAI .LE. 56.63 AND. BA1 .61. 1.89) 60 TO 7$
IF (BA1 .EQ. 9999) 60 TO 998
IF (BAI .EQ. 8888) GD TO 5
CALL TEST (BAI 4 RESP)
IF (RESP .ED. i) O TO 7$
IF (RESP .EQ. 1) THEN

WRITE(. *) ' BASAL AREA OUT OF THE RANGE OF PROJECTION'
60 TO

END IF
78 WRITE(*, 75)
75 FORNATU/, WHAT IS THE NO. OF TREES I HA. ' (1 IF UNKNOWN)

+' I
RAf(. *) NAIl!
IFIAGE1 .EQ. I. .AND. NAHI .LT. 18808. .AND. MARl .61. 411.) THEN

CALL RE6EN (A, B, C, A6E2, NAH2, BA2, CS, QND2, HM, HD)
60 TO 189

ELSE 1F(AGEI.EQ.I. .AND. NAHI.ST.18811. .OR. NAH1 .LT. 48$.) THEN
RESP 1.
GO TO 78

END IF
IF (NAHI .EQ. 9999) 80 TO 998
IF (NAHU .EQ. 8888) 60 TO 5
CALL TEST (NAHI, 5, RESP)
IF (RESP .EQ. I .AND. ABEl .61. I.) 60 TO ill

78 CONTINUE
IF (RESP .EQ. 1) THEN

WR!TE(* *) NO. TREES I HA OUT OF THE LIMITS OF PROJECTION'
RESP

60 TO 7$
END IF
IF (RESP .EQ. 2) 60 TO 48

76 CONTINUE
IF (RESP .EQ. 3 .OR. RESP .EQ. 4) THEN

77 CONTINUE
WRITE (*, 8$)

8$ FORMAT(' WHAT IS THE QUADRATIC MEAN DIAMETER (I IF UNKNOWN)'
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READ(s a) ONDI

IF IQthI .EQ. 9999) 60 TO 998
IF (DM01 .EQ. 8888) 60 TO 5
CALL TEST (DM01 6 RESP)

IF (RESP .EQ. I &ô TO 95
IF(RESP .EQ. 5) 60 TO 48

IF (RESP .ED. 1) THEN

WRITE(a, 85)
85 FORNATI' QUADRATIC MEAN DIAMETER OUT OF LIMITS OF PROJECTION

a.)

60 TO 77
END IF

IF(RESP .EQ. 2.) THEN
WRITE(*, 91)

90 FORMIC' QUADRATIC MEAN DIAMETER YIELDS ILLD6ICAL RESULTS)
60 TO 77
END IF

END IF
95 CONTINUE

C------ -------------
C Estimates stand attributes when one of the variables is unknown
C

CALL ESTIM (BA1, NAN!, OND1 CS ABEl)

100 DM1 = SDRT(BA1 / (NAN! a .854h
CALL TEST (QND1 6 0.)

IF(RES .ED. I) 0 to 102

IF(RES .EQ. 1) WRITE (5, 85)

IF(RES .60. 2) WRITE Cc, 90)
RESP 3.

60 TO 76

102 CONTINUE
C

C Prediction of number of died trees, volume and basal area
C

IF(AGEI .LT. ABE2) 60 TO 105
BA2 =

NAH2 = NAN!

DMO2 = DM01
GO TO Ill

C

105 CONTINUE

ROUND = 0.0
BAll = BAI

CALL ALTURA (HCD, HM HO, DM01 ABE2, CS BAll, 1.)
BA2L = 0.9990802 a Akl LO6(A11)/ A6E + 3.977071 * (1. - ABEl

+1 A8E2) + 0.1397701 a HO a (1. - AGE1/A6E2)
BA2 = EXP(BA2L)

VOL.1. = 1.8736341 + 1.1295351*110 - 12.575006/ABE2 + 1.018124567
+5 ABEl a LOG(BAII)/ AGE2 + 4.05288153 ' (1. - A6EI/ASE2) + 0.14243
+43837 a HO a (1. - A6EI/AGE2)
VOL2 EIP(VOLL)
NAH2 = NAH1

106 CONTINUE

CALL MORT (NAH2, BA2)
IF(NAH2 .61. NAN!) THEN

WRITE(a, a) ' NO CONVER6ENCE WAS REACHED WHEN COMPUTING NO. OF
+ DEAD TREES

60 TO 998
END IF

C

C Skips recalculation process when no mortatlity is detected.
= = ========= ==

IF(NAH2 .EQ. NAH1 .AND. ROUND .60. LI) 60
C=== =

C Recalculates the volume and basal area per
C number of trees, assuming the same initial

TO 107
S

hectare from the new
quadratic mean diameter.
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C:===========:=r==============s=zs====sg===g========g==
Ill CONTINUE

8*11 = NAN? * .7854 a 0)101 ii 2.

CALL ALTURA (HCD, NH ND, 01101 *6E2, CS BAIl, 1.)
8*21 z 1.9991882 * AkI a L06(A11)I *BE + 3.977871 a (1. - AGE!
+1 66E2) + 8.1397781 a ND a (1. - ASEIIAGE2)
BA? EXP(BA2L)

C====:===z

C Check for the aaxiena basal area per.isible f or the given stand
C conditions during the growth period.

RES NAH2

CALL TEST(BA2, 4, RES)

IF(RES .EO. LI) 60 TO 117
IF(RES .E. 1.) THEN

ROUND ROUND + 1.

VOLL = 1.8736341 + I.1295351aH0 - 12.575116/AGE2 + 1.118124567
+* A6EI a L06(BAID/ A8E2 + 4.15288153 a (1. AGEIIA6E2) + 1.14243
+43837 a HD a (1. - ASEI/A6E2)
VOL2 EXPIVOLL)

60 10 116
END IF

187 CONTINUE

IF(8A2 .11. NA1) BA2 = BAt
0HD2 SQRT(BA2/(L7854aNAH2))

BAflAX=EXP2. 16862953-1. 71664233'LO8(0ND2a118. ) }*I. 7854a0ND2,.2.
IF(BA2 .61. BANAl) THEN

BA2 = BANAl
NAH2 BA2/ (I. 7854a0MD2*a2)

END IF

IF(RDUND .6T. 3.) CAU. CORREC (NAN? 8*2)

VOLL = 1.8736341 + L8295351*HD - 1.575I86/AGE2 + 1.8198619
+1 LO6(BA2)
VOL2 = EXP(VOLL)

C
C Coaputes sean diaaeter and quadratic sean diaseter for the predict
C ed stand
C

ROUND = LI
OND2 SDRT(8A2/(.7854 * NAH2))
RES = 8.8

CALL TEST (6)102, 6, RES)
IF(RES .EO. I) 60 TO 188
IFIRES .E6. 1) THEN

CALL PARAR (DIAN. CUAD. )

60 TO 998
END IF

188 CONTINUE
CALL WEIBUL (A, B C, 0)102 NAH2, HO AGE2 CS, NH)
DIAN2 SN6L(A + a 6ANNAh.DI + iii I Cl)
IF(B .LE. 8.8 .0k. C .LE. LI) 60 TO 998
IF(D)1IN .LT. A) DMIN = A
IF (DNIN .ST. A)DIF=NAH2*SN6L((1._DEXP(_(((WIIH_M/B)a*C))))

IF(A .LT. DNIN .AND. DIF .61. 1.) THEN
= DNIN

81 = (DIAN2 - DNIN)/6AMMA(1.DI + 1.DI I C)
IF(B1 .61. 8.8) 8 = DBLE(B1)

END IF

ONDWBL =SORT(SNOL(6AHMA(1.D8+2.D8Ic),B**2. + 2.DI*A*B*GANPIA(1.D8+
+1.D8fC) + An?.))
IF(ONDWBL/188. .6T. 6)102) THEN

0hD2 = ONDWBL I 188.

NAH2 = 8*2 I (.7854 a gND2n2.)
END IF

IF(DPIIN .11. A) 0111$ = A
C === = :=====
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C Estiutes the new distribution for the thinned stands.

119 CONTINUE
NRITE(s Ill) DO YOU WANT TO THiN THE STAND ?'

110 FORMAT(A Y (YES) I N (NO)')
READ(*, ) ANS

III CONTINUE
IF(ANS .EQ. 'N') THEN

DIAMAT = DIAM2
QMDAT QMD2

NAHAT NAH2

DMIN =A
BAAT = 8A2
KTHIN = I
CALL DMXIN (A B C, DMAXI, BA2, NAH2)
DM41 = DBLE(DNAX1J
DMINAT = 8)11W
TREES2 LI
BAR LI

ELSE IF (ANS .EQ. 'Y') THEN
112 CONTINUE

WRITE(* 115)
115 FDRNAT(,' WHAT BASAL AREA DO YOU WANT TO THIN (SLNETER)?)

READ(s a) BAR
BAR ABS (BAR)

IF(BAR .EQ. 9999) GO TO 998
IF (BAR .EQ. 8888) GO TO 5
IF(BAR .EQ. I. ) THEN

ANS

GO TO 111
END IF
IF(BAR .6T. BA2) THEN

WRITE(a a)' BASAL AREA TO THIN 6REATER THAN AVAILABLE'
60 TO 112

END IF
118 CONTINUE

WRITE(a 121)' TYPE OF THINNING DO YOU WANT TO SIMLJLATE
121 FORPIAT(A,/ 51 'a FROM BELOW 1',! 51 'a FROM ABOVE

+2' / 51,a MCHANICAL 3',I,5X,'aa O tHINNING .... I ')
EAD(a a)KTHIN

IF(KTHIN .EQ. 9999) 80 TO 998
IF(KTHIN .EQ. 8888) GO TO 5
IF(KTHIN .LT. I .OR. V.THIN .ST. 3) GO TO 118
CALL RALEO (KTHIN,NAH2,BA2,TRU$ 4,8 C)
IF(TRUN .GT. DMIN .AND. KTHIN g, 1) THEN

DMINAT TRUN
END IF
8441 = 842 - BAR
NAHAT = NAH2 - NAHR
IF(KTHIN .E0. I .OR. KTHIN .EQ. 3) THEN

DIANAT DIAM2
ONDAT = DMO2
DNINAT = DNIN

ELSE IF(KTHIN .EG. 1) THEN
DMINAT TRIJN

ELSE IF(KTHIN .EQ. 2) THEN
DMINAT = DNIN

END IF
C z=:
C Recosputes the average diaiter and the quadratic sean diaseter
C for the stand.
C ========= =

9)10411 = ONDAT
CALL RECALC(A B C, DIAMAT, QMDATT, KTHIN, TRLJN, NAH2)

QMDAT = QMDATT1Iè.
RESP = LI
IF(A6E2 .1.E. II. .AND. ONDAT .LT. 1.125) QMDAI = 1.126
CALL TEST(QNDAT, 6, RESP)
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IF(RESP .EL 1.) THEN
CALL PARAR (DIAN. CUAD. '1

60 TO 998
END IF

END IF

C Print stand tables and susiaries.
C -----

CALL INPRINCA, B, C, KTHIN, BA2, HD, HM, NAH2, 6MD2, AGE2)
138 CONTINUE

WRITE(*, ) ' DO YOU WANT TO DO ANOTHER PREDICTION ? (V I N)'
READ Ct, 2) ANS

IF(ANS .ED. N' .88. ANS .Eg. '9999')60 TO 998
IF CANS .EQ. '8888') 60 TO 5
IF(ANS .EO. 'Y') THEN

60 TO 588
ELSE

60 TO 136
END IF

588 WRITE(e, 52E ARE THE INITIAL CONDITIONS OF THE STAND TO SIMULAT
E EDUAL TO THE SIMULATED STAND ?
+(Y / N)'

528 FORMATCA,///,' ENTER 9999 TO STOP THE PROGRAM ',I, ' E
+NTER 8888 TO REINITIALIZE THE PROGRAM')
READ(* 2) ANS
IF (AN .EQ. 'Y') THEN

ABEl : AGE2
WRITE Cc, 53$)

525 CONTINUE
538 FORNAT(//,' WHAT IS THE AGE AT THE END OF THE GRWTH PERIOD ?')

READC* , C) AGE2
IF(A6E2 .EO. 8888) 60 TO 5
IF(A6E2 .EQ. 9999) 60 TO 998
CALL TEST (ASE2 2 RESP)

IF ( RESP .Eg. &) êo TO 535
IF (RESP .EQ. 1.) WRITE Cc 38)
IF (AGE2 .LT. AGE!) WRITE c, 37)
60 TO 525

535 QND1 ONDAT
DM111 DMINAT
NAHI = NAH2 - TREES2
SAl : 882 - BAR
60 TO 182

END IF

IFCANS .ED. N .OR. ANS .ED. 1888') 60 TO 5
IF(ANS .EQ. '9999') THEN

GO TO 998
ELSE

WRITE 1*, 526)'
END IF

998 WRITE(', 999) ' THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN TERM1NATED
999 FORMAT(IIIIlIlII/I,121,A)

CLOSE (I)

STOP

END

CH***t**4tfc*ttcccc*tf**tc*t*cc****cc*tt*c***,c..u,c,us,,,*ic,*s,.,u
C SUBROUTINE RALEO. THIS SUBROUTINE ESTIMATES THE PROPORTION OF TREES
C WHICH WILL BE THINNED ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF THINNING.
C

C

C NOMENCLATURE:
C

C NO THINNIN6
C THINNING FROM BELOW 1

C THINNING FROM ABOVE 2
C MECHANICAL THINNIN6 3
C
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C ((THIN TYPE OF THINNING
C BAR REMOVED BASAL AREA
C 8A2 INITIAL BASAl. AREA
C NAHR NUN. OF TREES REMOVED
C NAH2 INITIAL NUN. OF TREES
C A B, C WEIBULL PARAMETERS
C TIUN TRUNCATION POINT FOR THE THINN1NBS FROM
C BELOW AND FROM ABOVE AND PROPORTION OF
C TREES THINNED FOR DIAMETER CLASS.
C

SUBROUTINE RALEOWTHIN,NAH2,ABA TRUN A,B,C)
REALeR A, B C, DL, DU, TRUN, MINAt, DNIN, DNAX
REAL NAH2 N1HR

CDMMON/ESRIB/IND NAHR,DNIN,DNAX ,DMDAT,DREN,ALTREM,BAR,VOL2,
+RATIO,ARMUER,DNINAT

C :==:===========i=======

C Initialize varaibles and co.putes the truncation point for the given
C type of thinning.
c

DCD = LI
NAHR = LB
IF(KTHIN .EQ. I ) THEN

NAHR = LI
TRUN = A

DMINAT = A
CALL MAXIM (A B C, DMAXI, ABA, NAH2)
MAX = DBLE(DMAXI

C ===: ====: :::
C Coiputes truncation point and proportion of thinnend trees in
C aechanical thinning
C = == _____= ===== = =

ELSE IF(KIHIN .EQ. 3) THEN
ARCDI = 8.815
ARCD 8.5

ARCD2 = 1.8

CALL MAXIM (A B, C MAXI ABA, NAH2)
CD = INT((SNGL1A) +
IF(CD .EQ. I.) CD = 5.
LI lIT (CD)

IS = INT (MAIl - 2.5)
CONTINUE

DL = A + 8.1108

DV = DBLE(INT((SNGL(A) + 2.5)/S.) ' 5. + 2.5)
CD = SNGL(DU) - 2.5
NAHR = LI
LI = lIT (CD)
IS INT (MAIl - 2.5)
BARI I.e
D031=LI LS,5
DCD = NAH2*ARCD.(DEXP(-( ((DL-A)IB)**C))-DEXP(-( C (DU-A)1B)HC)

1MW = NAHR + DCD
BA DCD a .7854 a (CD1IIL)**2
BAR1 = BARI + BA

DL = DV

DV = DV + 5.08
CD = CD + 5.

3 CONTINUE

IF(BAR1 - BAR .LT. - .11) THEN
ARCD1 = ARCD
ARCD = ARCDI + (ARCD2 - ARCD1)/2.
SO TO 1

ELSE IF (SARi - BAR .81. .81) THEN
ARCD2 ARCD

ARCD = ARCD1 + (ARCD2 - ARCD1) / 2.
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C:

C Computes the number of trees resoved and the truncation point
C when the type of thinning is from below.

ELSE IF(KTHIN .Eg. 1) THEN

CD : INT((SNSL(A) + 2.5) / 5.) * 5
IF(CD .EO. I) CD :

BAR! LI
DL = A + 1.11DB

DU : DBLE(CD) + 2.5DB
lB CONTINUE

NAHR = NAHR + DCD
DCD = NAH2*(DEXP(-(((DL-A)/B)**C)) -DEXP(-(((DU-A)/B)nC)))
BA : DCD a .7854 * (CDIIIL)**2.
BAR! = BAR! + BA

IF (BAR! .11. BAR) THEN
CD = CD + 5.
DL DBLE(CD) - 2.5DB
DU = DBLE(CD) + 2.5DB
601011

ELSE IFIBARI .81. BAR) THEN
DIF : BAR + BA - BAR!

BAR! = BAR! - BA
TRUN DBLE(CD)

SNSL(DL)

12 = SN6L(DU)
15 CONTINUE

DCD NAH2m(DEXP(-(( (DL-A)/B)**C))-DEXP(-(((TRUN-A)/B)**C)))
BA DCD a .7854 a (SN6L(TRLIN} / 1BB)** 2.
IF(BA - DIF .61. .111) THEN

12 : SN6L(TRUN)

TRUN = DBLE(T1 + (SNGL(TRUN) - 11)12.)
60 10 15

ELSE IF(BA - DIF .LT. -.111) THEN
Ti SN6L(TRUN)

TRUN = DBLE(T1 + (12 - SN6L(TRUN))/2.)
60 TO 15

END IF
END IF

NAHR : NAHR + DCD
ONINAT = TRUN

CALL DNAXIN ( A B, C, DNAXI, ABA, NAH2)
DNAX = DBLE(DNAiI)

C_____==::-_=======:==:=====:================s======-_===========:===
C Computes the values f or truncation point and number of trees
C removed when the thinning is from above.
C :::

ELSE IF(KTHIN .EQ. 2) THEN
DMINAT = A

CALL DKAXIM (A, B, C, DNAXI, ABA, NAH2)
BARI = LI
CD : DNAXI - 2.5
DL : DBLE(DMAXI - 5.!)
DCD = NAH2C(DEXP(-UDL-A)/B)m.C))

BA : DCD a .7854 * (CD/ilL)a*2.
BAR! = BAR! + BA

!F(BAR1 .61. BAR) THEN
TRUN:B*( (-L06(BAR/.7854*NAH2. (DMAXI-2.5)11BB}*12.)))a*

DM1 = TRUN
NAHR = NAH2*(DEXP(-( (TRUN-A)/B)a*C))

60 TO I

END IF
RATIO : - ARCD
DNINAT z A
TRUN A
DNAX = DBLE(D$AXI)
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ELSE IF(BARI .LT. BAR) THEN
DLI DL

DL DL - 5.DI
CD : SNSL(DU) - 2.5

30 CONTINUE
NAHR NAHR + DCD

DCD = NAH2,(DEXP(-(((D1-A)/B)*aC))-DEXP(-(((DU-A)/B)UC)))
BA DCD a .7854 a (CD/ill.) '*2.

BAR! BAR! BA

IF(BAR1 .11. BAR) THEN

CD = CD -
DLI = DBLE(CD) + 2.5DB

DL = DBLE(CD) - 2.5DB
60 TO 30

ELSE IF(BARI .EQ. BAR) THEN
IRON = DL

NAHR = NAHR + DCD

ELSE IF(BAR1 .61. BAR) THEN
BAR1 SARI - BA

DIF BAR - BARI

TRUN = DBLE(CD)

TI = DNGL (DL)

12 = SNSL(DU}

35 CONTINUE

DCD =NAH2,(DEXP(-(((TRUW-A)IB)*'C))-DEXP(-(((DU-A)IB)I*C)))
BA = DCD a .7854 * (SNGL(TRUN)I101)aa2.
IF(BA - DIF .61. .101) THEN

Ti SN6L (IRON)

IRON = DBLE(T1 + (T2 - 11)12.)
60 TO 35

ELSE IF(BA - DIF .11. - .001) THEN
12 = SNGL(TRUN)

IRON = DBLE(T1 + (12 - 11)12.)
60 10 35

END IF

NAHR = NAHR + DCD
END IF

END IF
DMAX = TRUN

END IF
RETURN
END

Ca,*,,aa,,,*,a,,***ua**aa,*an**a,**a,ua,a*anaa*a,a,a,a*a,a*a,,,***a,
C SUBROUTINE RECALC. THIS SUBROUTINE RECALCULATES THE QUADRATIC MEAN
C DIAMETER AND THE MEAN DIAMETER FOR THE PREDICTED DIAMETER DISTRIBU
C lION WHEN THE MOMENT ESTIMATIONS OF BOTH ARE NO-LOGIC, tHE ESTIMA
C lION IS PERFORMED BY DIVIDING THE PREDICTED DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION
C IN DIAMETER CLASSES. (DIANTER CLASSES ARE CONSIDERED 5.0 CM WIDTH.

C

SUBROUTINE RECALC (A, B, C, 111AM, W(D, KTHIN, IRON, MAR)
REAL '4 NAN

REALaB A B C DL Dli TRUN, DMAX, DMIN, DMINAT
CDMMON/EkRIB/IND REE2,DNIN,DMAX ,QNDAT ,DREM,ALTREPI,BAR,VOL2,

+RATIO,ARMUER ,DIIINAT
----------= =-=--- ==

IF(KTHIN .EQ. I) RATIO = 1
DCD1 = 1.0

JF(KTHIN .EQ. B .OR. KTHIN .ER. 2 .DR. KTHIN .EQ. 3) THEN
CD = INT((SN6L(A) + 2.5)1 5.) a 5.
SLJPIDIA = LI

SUMQMD LI
DL = A + .01DB
DO = DBLE(CD) + 2.5DB

10 CONTiNUE
DCDSNAHa(DEXP(-(( (DL-A)/B)**C)) - DEXP(-( ((DU-A)/B)a*C)))

IF(KTHIN .EQ. 3) DCD = DCD a RATIO
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DI DCDI + DCD
IF(CD .6E. SN6L(DMAX) .AND. DCD .LT. .5) 60 TO 2$

SUNDIA SUNDIA + (DCD * CD)
SUMDMD SUMOND + (DCD a CDu2.)
CD CD + 5.

DL DBLE(CD) - 2.50$
DU = DBLE(CD) + 2.50$
IF(DU .GE. TRUN .AND. KTHIN .EP. 2) THEN

DCD=NAH,(DEXP(-(((DL-A)/B).,C))-DEXP(-(((TRUN-A)/B)**C)))
DCD1 DCDI + DCD
60 TO 25

END IF

60 TO 1$
2$ DCD = NAN a DEXP(-(((DL-A)/B)uC))
25 CONTINUE

SUNDIA SUNDIA + (DCD a CD)
SUMOND SUMQMD + (DCD * CD*a2.)

ELSE IF(KTHIN .EQ. 1) THEN
I = INTUSNSL(TRUN) + 2.5)/5.)*5
SUNDIA = 1.1
SUMOND = 1.1
DL = TRUN
DU = DBLEU) + 2.50$

3$ CONTINUE
DCD=NAH.(DEXP(-(((DL-A)/B)aaC)) - DEXP(-(((DU-A)/B)**C)))
DCD1 DCDI + DCD
IF(DBLE(I) .61. TRUN .AND. DCD .LT. .5) 60 TO 4$
SUNDIA SUNDIA + (DCD * FLOATU))
SUMOND = SUMPND + (DCD a FLOAT(I) *1 2.)

I=1+5
DL : DBLE(I) - 2.50$
Dli = DBLE(I) + 2.50$

GD TO 3$
4$ DCD = NAH*(DEXP(-((DL-A)JB)**C))

DCD1 = DCDI + DCD
END IF

DIAM = SUNDIA I DCDI
= SURT(SUMQMD / DCDI)

RETURN
END

C SUBROUTINE TEST. THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS THE RANGE OF EACH VARIABLE
C TO BE INSIDE THE PROJECTION RANGE. IF THE VARIABLE IS INSIDE THE
C RANGE IT GOES ON. OTHERWISE GIVES MESSAGES TO THE MAIN PROGRAM.
C

SUBROUTINE TEST (VAR, IND, RESP)
COP$MDN/PRUEBA/BASAL, XNAH, AGEI

C =zz==========s=2s-----
C Test range of projection for age.

IF(IKD .EQ. 1 .OR. IWO .EQ. 2) THEN
IF (VAR .61. 91. .OR. VAR .LT. 1.1) THEN

RESP = 1.

ELSE
RESP = I.

END IF

C ====: ==-------===-===

C Test range of projection for site quality.C=====----- -----
ELSE IF(IND .EQ. 3) THEN

ITEST INT(VAR)

IF(VAR .NE. FLOAT(ITEST)) THEN
RESP = 1.

ELSE IF(VAR .61. 3. .OR. VAR .11. 1.) THEN

RESP = 1.
ELSE

RESP *
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END IF

C Test range of projection for basal area.

ELSE IFUND .EL 4 .AND. RESP .6T. 5) THEN
SRT(VAR I (.7854 a RESP))

BALIN EXP(12. 1686295-L.7$664233*L08(QND'lSt. ) )*(S.7854*OHD)
+

IF(VAR .61. BAuM) THEN
RESP a 1.

ELSE
RESP a

END IF
ELSE IF(IND .ED. 4 .AND. RESP .NE. 6.) THEN

IF(YAR .61. 56.63 .0k. VAR .11. 3.09) THEN
RESP 1.

ELSE
RESP = I.

END IF
BASAL = VAR

C a

C Test range of projection for No. of trees I ha
C :======== _= ====

ELSE IFUND .EQ. 5) THEN
IF(RESP .EQ. 2.8 .AND. VAR .E0. 1. .0k. RESP .EQ. 1. .141(0.

+ VAR .EQ. 1.) THEN
RESP = 2.

ELSE IF(RESP .EP. 0.0 .141(0. VAR .61. 1.) THEN

IF(VAR .81. 10. .AND. VAR .LT. 41330.) THEN
= SQRT(BASAL I (.7854 a VAR))

WRITE(* 41)6110, BASAL
41 FORMAT(hI.5)

IF(611D .81. .025 .141(0. 6110 .11. 1.25) THEN

RESP = 0.
ELSE

RESP = 1.

END IF
END IF

ELSE IF(RESP .E6. 2. .AND. VAR .8T. 1.) THEN

IF(VAR .81. IS. .AND. VAR .LT. 40330.) THEN
XNAH a VAR

RESP 3.

ELSE
RESP 1.

END IF

ELSE IF(RESP .ED. LI .AND. VAR .EP. 1.) THEN
RESP 4.

END IF
C

C Test range of projection for quadratzc aean diaaeter.Cz"
ELSE IFUND .EQ. 6 .AND. RESP .EP. 4.) THEN

IF(VAR .6T. .025 .AND. VAR .LT. 1.25) THEN
XNAH BA/(.7854 a VAR*a2.)

IF(XNAH .11. 41330. .141(0. XNAH .61. IL) THEN
RESP = I.

ELSE

RESP=2.
END IF

ELSE

RESP = 1.
END IF

ELSE IF(IND .EQ. 6 .AND. RESP .EQ. 3.) THEN
IF(VAfi .61. .125 .141(0. VAR .LT. 1.25) THEN

514 = XNAH * .7854 * VARH2.

IF(8A .LT. 56.63 .14110. BA .6T. 3.59) THEN

RESP = 0.8
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ELSE

RESP = 2.

END IF
ELSE

RESP 1.

END IF

ELSE IF(IND .ED. 6 .AND. RESP .ED. I.) THEN
IF(VAR .61. 1825 .AND. VAR .11. 1.25) THEN

RESP z

ELSE

RESP 1.

END IF

ELSE IF(IND .ED. 6 .AND. VAR .EQ. S.) THEN
RESP 5.

END IF
RETURN
END

C*,*(},ff,,***HHU**U**,**f,***HffflUHIJ*1******ff****5*ftH*****1
SUBROUTINE WEIBUL (A, B, C D, NAN, ND, ABE, CS, NM)

C This soubrutine estisates ihe para.eters for the three paraaeter

C Weibull distribution.
C

C NOMENCLATURE:

C

C A Location paraieter.

C B Scale paraaeter.
C C Shape paraceter.

C DQ guadratic acan diaaeter

C NAN : Nuaber of trees per hectare.

C ND Do.inant height.

C NM Mean height of the stand.

C AGE = Mean age of the stand.
CS = Site quality of the stand

REAL NAN
REALI8 A, B, C

C Coiputes Weibull para.eters.

B=-2.269954 + 84.448549.(Dg*a2.) + L4845737fHD 1698.2881/NAN

IF(B .LE. 1.05) THEN
B = 73.525887-1. 1489726eCS-24.B73159/DD+2.4517219/ (08*12.) +

+1424 .6191/NAN

END IF

A 44.428924-1578.8892/NAH-3.1758626/Dg+14.373533*LO6(HN)-18.9
+IBBI4ILOG (ND)

C 3. 3272477+8. 1886483*ASE-1. 183418*HD+L078395* (HN**2.)
IF(A .11. 8.05) A 5.8
IF(B .LE. 8.05) THEN

CALL PARAR (SCALE PARAN. )

ELSE IF(C .LE. LI) THEN
CALL PARAR (SHAPE PARAM.')

END IF

RETURN

END

C SUBROUTINE NORT. THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF

C DIED TREES WHEN THE DENSITY OF THE STAND IS HIGHER THAN THE DENSITY

C DEFINED BY THE CROWN CLOSURE. THE MODEL IS BASED ON THE NEGATIVE

C EXPONENTIAL MODEL DEFINED BY SMITH AND HAHN (A new analytical iodel

C based on the -3/2 power rule of selfthinnig. Can .1. For. Res.

C 14(5):655-689).

C

C NOMENCLATURE

C

C DCC = LO6(EXPECTED DENSITY TO THE CROWN CLOSURE)

C DVOL = LOG(EXPECTED DENSITY WITH THE NEW PREDICTED)
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C MEAN VOLUME PER TREE.
C VaIL LO6(PREDICTED TOTAL VOLUME TO THE AGE i)
C

C MORTALITY FITTED EQUATION(BY NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES):
C

C -(VOLL-9.512$68 + 1.522885aDV0L)/(58.388529+1.525885VCC)
C

C Y EXP(-A'(DCC-DVOL)uB)
C

C PARAMETER NSE CON VER8ENCE
C A .172 -1.11156
C B .119 -1.15417
C

C
i: I*****fffHff*f14G*ffhj}141414f1414*flfff**fff*ftJfl*}*fffff**fHff*f*f

SUBROUTINE MORT(NAH, 8A2)

IMPLICIT REALe4 (N)
REAL*8 OMIN OMAX, DMINAT
COMNON/ESCRIB/IND TREES2,DMIN,DNAX ,QMDAT,DREN,AI.TREN,BAR, VOL,
+RATIO,ARMUER,DNINAT

C

C Check bounds and initialize variables.C-------------- -
ARMUER = LI
VOLL L06(VOL/NAH)
DCC LO8(NAH)

ID = I

NMORT 1.1

QMD=SQRT (BA2I (.7854*NAH))

IF(QND .11. 0.15) GO TO 25

BACC8419.488*(QflD.111)n2/(10B$8.(1.33176696+I. 146926a(OMD'lIB))
+142)

IF (BA2 . LE. BACC) 60 TO 25
C =

C Check if the estiaated population is growing above the crown closure
C= :========______------

CC = 6. 129953342 - 1.466682525 * DCC
DVOL2 DCC
DVOLI = 1.68897
DVOL DVOLI + (DVOL2 - DVOL1)/2.
IF(VOLL .GT. CC) THENC-----------

C Iteratively coaputes the nusber of trees with the new predicted
C scan volu.e per tree.

5 CONTINUE

iF (10 .BE. 125) THEN

60 TO 20
END IF

CDNT:9.512$68 - 1.525885*DVOL - (58.31852977 - 2.237988865 I
+0CC) a EXP(-7.4168 * (DCC - DVOI) 0.11422)

IF(VOLL - CONT .GT. .1111) THEN
DVOL2 = DVOL

DYOL = DVOLI + (DVOL2 - DVOL1)12.
ID ID + 1

GD TO 5

ELSE IF(VOLL - CONT .LT. - .0881) THEN
DVOLI DYOL

DYOL DYOLI + (DVOL2 - DVOU)12.
ID = ID + 1
GO TO 5

ELSE
C
C Checks if calculated votu.e of the sean tree is not bigger than the
C axisua voluse per tree allowed for a given density. Recheck the
C nuaber of died trees.
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YNAX 9.512168 - 1.525885 * DVIII.

IFIVOLL .6T. YNAX) DVDL $ -(VOL - 9.512168)11.525885

((NORT EXP(DCC) - EXP(DVOL)

IF (RMORT .LE. I) 60 TO 21

60 TO 25
END IF

ELSE
NHORT I.

END IF
21 WHORl -I.

25 CONTINUE

NAN = NAN - WHORl
ARMUER WHORl

VOLKOR = NMORT*(EXP(VOLL) - EXP(CC))

RETURN
END

C SUBROUTINE DNAXIM. THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE LARGEST DIAMETER

C CLASS OF A WEIBULL DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION.
C

SUBROUTINE DMAXIM (A, B, C, DMAXI, BA, NAH)
REALe 4 NAN CD
REAL*8 A C, DL DU

DOUBLE PRCIIOIl DD&

QMD SORTUBA ' 11111) 11.7854 * NAN))

CD INT((A + 2.5)! 5.)*5.

DL A + Lii
DU = CD + 2.5

5 DDCL = NAH e (DEXPI-(((DL-A)/B)e*C))-DEXP(-(((DU-A)/B)f*C))}
IF (CD .61. OIID .AND. DDCL .11. 1.) 60 TO ii
DMAXI = CD + 2.5
CD CD +5
DU CD + 2.5
IN. CD - 2.5

60 10 5
Ii IF(DMAXI .LT. 7.5) DMAXI = 7.5

RETURN
END

C SUBROUTINE ESTIM. THiS SUBROUTINE DETERMiNES THE INITIAL VALUES

C FOR THE PREDICTOR VARIABLES WITH UNKNOWN VALUES.

SUBROUTINE ESTIM (BA, NAH, OND, CS, AGE)
REAL 4 4 NAN

IND I

I CONTINUE

IF (OND .EQ. 1.) THEN
IFIBA .GT. 1. .AND. NAN .61. 1.) THEN

OMD = SORT(AB I (NAN 4 .7854))

ELSE IF(BA .EQ. I .OR. NAH .EQ. 1) THEN
IFICS .EP. 1.) THEN

OMD=EXP(-2.498841+l.773114 e LO6(ABE) - .177213 LO6(AGE)

+tL06(AGE))/Iii.
ELSE IF(CS .EV. 2.) THEN

DM0 = EXP(9.654747 + 5. 122643 * LO6(A6E) - 1.42719 LOG(A

+GE) ' LO6(A6E))/1U.
ELSE

DMD = EXP(-16.867151 + 8.667247 e LOG(A6E) - 1.911929 * LO

+6 (AGE) aLOG (AGE)) /111.

END IF

IWO I

END IF

ELSE IF(NAH
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ED. 1.) THEN
IF(BA .61. 1.1 .AND. QND .61. 1.) THEN

NAN : BA/(.7854*QMDu2.)
ELSE IF(QND .61. 1.) THEN

NAH EIPU2.16862953 - 1.71664233*LO6(DMD*1I$.))
1MB 1

END IF

ELSE 1F(BA .EQ. 1.) THEN
IF(NAH .61. 1.1 .AMD. OMD .LT. 1.1) THEN

BA NAN 1 .7854 * DND**2.
ELSE IF(RND .61. .125 .AND. RMD .LT. 1.) THEN

BA EXP(12. 16862953 - 1.71664233*LO8(QMD*1ll))*(.7854*QMD)
+112.

IND = 1

END IF
END IF

N:N+ I
IFN .EO. 1) 60 TO 1
RETURN
END

C FUNCTION 'GAMMA. EVALUATES THE GAMMA FUNCTION (GENERALIZED FACTO
C RIAL) OF ESTIM.
Cl1**ff**un*u**,*u,u,,*.un*,*,*.u*.n,,*,*,**nn*euIu,,,n*,*

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GAMMA (ESTIM)
REAL*8 ESTIM, DM1, DL6SM

= 1.1

INDICE = I

DLGSM = 1.1

IFIEST1M) 31, 31, 5
5 DIERM = P.S
DNX = ESTIM

11 IF (DM1 - 21.1) 15 21 21
15 DTERM : DIERM + DL6G(MX)

DNX : DNI + 1.DI

GO 10 11

21 DLBSM : (DM1 - 1.5) I D106(DNX) - DM1 + 1.1(12. DNX) -1.1(36.E1*
+DNX**3) + 1.I(1.26E3*DNX'*5) - 1.l(t.68E3'DNXu7) + 1.I(1188.E1
+DNXu9) - 6.91E21(36136.EDDNXuII) + 1.I(1.56E2*DNX**13) + 1.9189
+38533214673 - DTERM

C::=::=::= --

GAMMA : DEXP(0L66M)
25 RETURN

31 CALL PARAR ('GAMMA ARGUM. )

60 TO 25
END

C SUBROUTINE ALTURA. THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES MEAN AND DOMINANT
C HEIGHT, AS WELL AS HEIGH FOR EACH DIAMETER CLASS.

SUBROUTINE ALTURA (HCD, NM, HD, DD, AGE, CS, BA, TNAH)
C====::===

IF (AGE .ED. 155.) 60 TO 5
IF (TNAH .EQ. 1.) THEN
NM =EXP(1.8682191 + L5428426*LO6(BA) + L3111119*LO6(DD) - 1.1791

+973*CS + L3822654*LOG(A6E))
ELSE

NM = EXP(2.6494665+L1414486*(LQ6(AGE) )n2.+l.54742671L06(Dg)+I.15
+73121*LO6 (ThAN) -L17$7571*CS)
END IF
AGEI = AGE

IF(CS .ED. 1.) THEN
ND : AOEI**2./(33.1213 + l.5259*A6EI**2.)

ELSE IF(CS .ED. 2 ) THEN
HO A6EI**2./(39.1355 + 1.1284 * ASE1'*2.)

ELSE

C:
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ND *6E1u2./(47.4187 + L1317'ABEI"2.)
END IF

C Mean height is estiuted for siall disension trees. quadratic sean
C diaseter is easured at 31 ta height.

IF (AGE .LE. 15.) THEN
HN=(Dg'1u)e12/(17.f 1348 + 1.1323242 * CDD'118.)'*2.)
IFCHN .LT. 1.3) liii z 1.44+(2.-CS)*l.144

END IF
IF (Hil .GT. liD) ND NM

IF (KM .LT. 1.3) CALL PARAR ('MEAN HEIGHT')
IF (HO .11. 1.3) CALL PARAR (iON. HEIGHT')

I CONTINUE
RETURN

5 CONTINUE
HCD DD**21(17.11348 +1.1323242' Dii**2)
60 TO I
END

C SOUBRUTINE PARAR. THIS SOUBRUTINE STOPS THE PROGRAM WHEN SOME PRO
C JECTIONS ARE ILOGIC.

SUBROUTINE PARAR C YARI)
CHARACTER'12 VARI --------
WRITE(*, 51)YARI

SI FORNAT(' VARIABLE ',A OUT OF THE LIMITS OF PREDICTION OR',/I,
+ PREDICTION BIASED YIELDING ILOGICAL RESULTS ')

RETURN

END

C***s*e********n******a****,*,*u,,.,,*.*,,,*,e*e**..****,*.a.*,*,,,,*,
C SUBROUTINE IMPRIN. THIS SUBROUTINE PRODUCE THE OUTPUT AND PERFORMS
C SOME FINAL CALCULATIONS.
C

SUBROUTINE INPRINCA, B, C, KTHIN, ABA2, HO, WI, TREES1, QND2,AGE2)
REAL*4 TNAH

REAL*8 A B C DL DU, DMINAT, OMIN, 0MM, ILl, OUt
DOUBLE PAECISIÔN PICOP
CHARACTER THIN'19
DIMENSION THIN(4)
COPINON/ESCRIB/IND TREES2,DPIIN,DMAX,DMDAT,DREN,HRENO,BAR,VOL2,

+RATIO,ARMUER DMINAT
COPIMON/PRUEBA/BAl, TPHI, ABEl

C :z
C Prints stand table for predicted stand

BAAT = ABA2 - BAR
THIN(1) = 'THINNING FROM BELOW'
THIN(2) THINNING FROM ABOVE'
THIN(3) NECHANICAL THINNING'
THIN(4) : N0 THINNING
WRITEC6, 1) STAND AND STOCK TABLE',

1 FORMIC 1',llX A,I,231 A / 211,A /,481 'CONERC1AL',/,IX,
TREES ' '8ALAEA T6T. HEIGHT',

+' TOT. VÔLUME 31 1VOLUME / X(CM),3X IHA'
(CUBIC M)',41,IB.F.',I,1X,+57'-) /)

CALL DMAXIM CA B, C, DM11, ABA2, TREESI)
IF(DNAXI .LE. NGL(DMIN)) DM11 = SNGL(DMIN + I.IIDI)
LI = INT((SNSL(DMIN) + 2.5)/ 5.) 4 5
IFCDMIN .11. 2.5DB) II 5
LS = INT(DNAXI - 2.5)
IF(DNAXI .LT. 7.5) LS=5
DL = DMIN + .1101
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CD FLOAT(LI)
DO DBLE(D) + 2.511
SUMBA 1.1
SUNVOL II
SVOLBF 0.0
DO2IzLI LS 5

PROP a kXPI-(((D1-A)/B).*C))-DEXP(-U(DU-A)/8)*aC))
TNAH TREESI PROP

BA TNAH 1.7854 a (CD/18l.)aa2.
SIJNBA SUNBA + BA
CALL ALTURA (HCD 11. 10., CD III. 1. 1. 1.)
VOL $ TNAHaEXP(-.53ñ2751+j.9L4956SaLO(CD+LB915516a

+ LO8(HCD))
SUNVOL = SOW/Ut + VOL
CD = CD + 5
DL CD - 2.5

= CD + 2.5
2 CONTINUE

FCBA = ABA2 / SIJMBA
FCVOL = YOU I SUM VOL
DL = A + .01
CD = FLOAT(LI)
DO DBLE(CD) + 2.5
LS = INT(MIN(IIL SN6L(DMAX)) - 2.5)004 ILI IS

PROP = kXP-(((DL-A)IBaaC))-DEXP(-(((DU-A)/B)uC))
TNAH a TREESI a PROP
NAIl = NINT(TNAH)
BA = FCBA a TNAH a 8.7854 a LCD/IIL),a2
CALL ALTURA IHCD iLl 11.1, CD 188., 1. 1. 1.)
VOL TNAH*EXP (-4.5377751+1 .9645683aL0S(D)+.89I5516a

+ L06(HCD))a FCVOL
IFICO .ST. 3$.) THEN

YOLBF VOL a 438.5564167a .55
ELSE

YOLBF = LI
END IF
SVOLBF = SVOLBF + VOLBF
WRITE(6 3) CD, NAH, BA, HCD VOL VOLBF

3 FORMAT (5.I, 18,F8.3,F1I. 2,F1.3,F13. 3)
CD a CD 4 5
IF(CD .ER. 111.) Dli = DNAX
DL DBLE(CD) - 2.500
DO DBLE(CD) + 2.501

4 CONTINUE
C

C Prints sunary table for predicted stand.

WRITE(6, 51)' TOTAL', ABA2, VOL2 SYOLBF

C

FORNAT(I,57r-'),I,3X, A,3X, F1L,8X, F13.3, F13.3,II///)

C

WRITE(6 60) INITIAL STAND CONDITIONS ', BAt,
+INT(TPHI) tNT (AGE!)

68 FORMAT(J,éX A / 7X,' BASAL AREA ',F8.3,
+' SQUARE MEfthS' / 71,
+' NUMBER OF TREE kR HA ', 18,/ 71
+' AGE ', 18 YARS',/l)
NRITE(6 5) ' STAND tABLE SUMMARY ', 'PREDICTED S

+TAND' AA2 NINT(TREES1), DM114, PMD2'lIL,DIIAX HO NM, VOL2
S FORPlAi(/1,X A,1IX A Ii 181 'TOTAL BASAL AREA.......
+.' F9.3 S METEST1/ III, 'NUN. TRthS/HCTARE 15/ 1IX,'K
+ININUM IANETER F8.2 ' CENTIMETERS' 1,181 6UARATIC NE
+AN DIAHETER.',F8.2 ' CNTINTERS' / 181 NAXINUN DIAMETER

&NTINETERS',/,1II,'DONINANT HEIGHT ', F
+8.2,' METER
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S',/,IIX,'$EAN HEIGHT FB.2 ' IETERS,
+1 ISX IOTAL VOLUME ',F9.3,' CUBIC MbERS',/I!I!)
I(IN .EB. I) $RITE(6 B)

B FORMAT( cease VALUES 1OR INITIAL STAND COMPUTED ASSUMING FULL DEN
+SITY easel')
IF(D$AXI .LE. 2.5) THEN

$RITE(6, 52) ' BASAL AREA AND SIZE OF TREES TOO SMALL TO THIN'

52 FIJRMT(////,A,//,' ease. NO THINNING PERFORMED eels')
RETURN

END IF

C Prints the stand characteristics far the stand after thznning.

IF(KTHIN .EQ. I ) RETURN
WRITE(6, 1) 'STAND AND STOCK TABLE', '(AFTER

+ THINNING)' THIN(KTHIN)
IF(KTHIN .th. 1)THEN

LI INT((SNGL(DNINAT) + 2.5) I 5.) ' 5

IF(LI .EQ. I) LI a 5
= INT(MIN(i$I., SNSL(DNAI)) - 2.5)

CD = FLOAT(L1)

DL DMINAT

DU = DBLE(CD) + 2.5DB
HDON HD
DMAXRE SNGL(DNINAT)

DNINRE SNBL(A)

IF(A .EO. LDB)DMINRE = 5.1
ELSE IF(KTHIN .EO. 2) THEN

LI INT((SNGL(DMIN) + 2.5)! 5) * 5
LS INT((SN6L(DMAX) + 2.5) I 5) * 5
DMINRE SN6L(DMAX)

CALL DMXIN (A, B, C, UMAX!, ABA2, TREESI)
DNAXRE DMAXI

DL DMIN
CD = FLOAT(LI)

DU z DBLE(CD) + 2.5DB
HDON HD

CALL ALTURA(HCD HM ND, QMDAT, AGE2, CS, DART, TREES2)
IF(HD .GT. HDQN NOON HD

ELSE IF(KTHIN .EP. 3) THEN
DMINRE SNGL(A)

CALL D$AXIM (A, B, C, DMAXI, ABA2, TREESI)
DNAXRE DM11
HDDM ND

CALL ALTURA(HCD NM HD, OMAT, A6E2, CS, DART, TREES2)
IF(HD .GT. HDON NOON HO
LI a INT((SNSL(DNIN) + 2.5) / 5) * 5
IF(LI .EO. I) LI a 5
LS INT(M!N CIBA., DMAXI) - 2.5)
CD FLOAT(LI)

DL $ DMIN

DU DBLE(CD) + 2.5DB
END IF

IF(DMAXI .LT. 7.5) LS 2 5
C

C

C

DL

DU1aDU
CD SNGL(D)J) - 2.5

lB CONTINUE
SUMBA II
SUNVOL * 1.1
PVOLBF 1.1

SUM 2 LI
SUNHPC LI
DO 21 1 a IS S

PROP = OE1P-( ((DL-A)/9)CSC))-DEXP(-(( (DU-A)IB)s'C)
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TNAH TREES! a PROP

IF(KTH!N .EQ. 3) TNAH $ TREES! * PROP a RATIO
BA FCBA a TNAH a 8.7854 * (CDIIBI.)aa2
SUNBA SUNBA + BA

CALL ALTURA (HCD, 18. 18. CD 188., 1. 1., 1.)

VOL TNAHaE1P(-9.5377751+1 .9695683*LO6lCD) +8.8915516*
+ L06(HCD))' FCVOL

SUN VOL SUNVOL VOL
SUNH$ SU$HN + (HCD*TNAH)
SUNA SUNA + TNAH
IF(CD .6T. 38.) THEN

VOLBF : VOl. a 438.5564167 * .55

PVOLBF = PVOLBF + VOLBF
ELSE

VOLBF 8.8
END IF

CD CD + 5
IF(CD .EQ. IlL) DO = 011*!
DL = DBLE(CD) - 2.5DB

DO = DBLE(CD) + 2.50$
28 CONTINUE

HM = SUMHM I SUNA
C

C
C

IF(BAAT/SUNBA .6T. 1.18 .OR. BAATISUMB* .11. 8.98)
+THEN

FCBA s BAAT I SUNBA

END IF
DL = DL1

DO = OUt

CD = FLOAT(LI)

LI
SWIVOL 8.8
PVOLBF LI
D03$I=LI LS 5

PROP = kXP-(((DL-A)/B)aaC))-DEXP(-(((IHj-A)/B)aaC))
TNAH * TREES1 a PROP

IF(XThIN .ER. 3) NAN TREES! PROP a RATIO
BA FCBA a 111*11 * 8.7854 * (CD/18I.)*a2

SUMBA = SUNBA + BA

CALL ALTURA (HCD, 18. 18. CD, 118. 1. 1. 1.)

VOL TNAH

+ LOSthCD))a FCVOL
SUN VOL SUNVOL + VOL
IF(CD .61. 38.) THEN

VOLBF z VOL * 431.55641671 .55
PVOLBF PVOLBF + VOLBF

ELSE

VOLBF = 1.1
END IF

WRITE(6, 3) CD,NINT(TNAH), BA, HCD, VOL1 VOLBF
CD = CD + 5
IFICD .EQ. 5.) DU DMA!
DL DBLE(CD) - 2.5DB
DII DBLE(CD) + 2.5DB

38 CONTINUE
VOLBFT SVOLBF - PVOLBF
WRITE(6, 51) TOTAL', BAAT, SUNVOL PVOLBF
CALL RENVER IKTHIN, A B, C, *0*2 TkESI)
CALL HEISD(A, B, C, LI, LS, TREES!, *10011)

C Prints su.aary for after thinning stand characteristics

WRITE (6, 58)' STAND TABLE SUMMARY ', ' RESIDUAL STAND
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REMOVED STAND,ABA2 - BAR BAR INT(TREESI - TREES2), INT(TRE

+E2) DMINAT DMINRE, GMDAT ' iii. DI(EN,DMAX,DMAXRE,ALDON,HM,HREMO,

+SUMV&. vod-susVOL PVOLBF, YO1FT
58 FORMATI//,2$I A,//,$Z A 31, A II 51 'TOTAl. BASAL AREA....,

+F8.3 71, FBi 71 'S6IJARE $EfER',), 51, 'MUM. TREES/HECTARE..',

+15 III IS i,X, 1NINIMUM DIAMETER....' F7.2 81, F7.2 81,

+'CNTIMfTER',/, SI, QUADRATIC MEAN DIAA., F.2, SI, F.2, 81,
+'CENTIMETERS,/, 51, 'MAXIMUM DIAMETER ', F7.2, DX F7.2, 81

+'CENTINETERS',/ 51 'DOMINANT HEIGHT ' F7.2 21i, ' NETE?IS

+ / 51 'MEAN H1BH ', F7.2, 81 F32 ei
+1MTER' / 51, 'TOTAL VOLUME ', tB.3 fx, k.3, 71,
+'CUBIC MTRS', I, 51, 'CONERCIAL VOLUME....1,F8.1, 41,F11.3, 71,
+'BQARD FEET')

RETURN
END

C SUBROUTINE VALUE. THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE

C COMMERCIAL THINNING IF IS THERE ANY

SUBROUTINE VALUE (ALFULI, DIA VOLTOT GARB)

COMMON/VALOR/SANVAL, PLAYVA, AWPLA, 'ULPVA,SAWPUL,PLAYPU,VALINT

PPULP=9L III
VFULIN = EIP(- 9.53772751 + 1.96495683*LOG(DIA) + 1.8915516 * LOG

+(ALFUJJ) + S.33239237*LO6(9L - (2. * ALFULI)/45.))
VAR GARB * YFULIM
IF(DIA .LT. 15.) RETURN
IF(DIA .GE. 15. .AND. DIA .LT. 3$.) THEN

VPULP VOLTOT
PULPVA VPULP * PPULP ' GARB
80 TO 2$

END IF
VPULP = (YOLTOT - VFULIN) * GARB
IF(DIA .GE. 3$. .AND. DIA .LT. 5$.) THEN

SAWI VAR 8.16732
SAW2 SAWI

SAW3 VAR * 8.286415
SAW4 VAR * 8.19646
SAWS VAR * 8.812485
VPULPI VPUI.P + VAR 8,45

VPULP2 VPULP + VAR * 1.52839
VPLAY = VAR 8.11825

ELSE IF(DIA .8E. 58 .AND. DIA .LT. 7$.) THEN
SARI VAR * 8.899
SAW2 = VAR ' 8. 189725

SAN3 VAR 4 8.193985
SAW4 VAR * 8.147235
SAWS = LI
VPULPI VPULP + VAR * 1.45
VPL&P2 VPULP + VAR 4 8.488885

VPLAY $ VAR * 8.178775
ELSE IF(DIA .GT. 7$) THEN

BAWl = VAR * I
SAW2 VAR * I
SAW3=VAR* 1

SAW4 = U.S
SAWS 1.1
YPULPI VPULP + VAR 4 1

VPULP2 VPULP + VAR *1
VPLAYVAR* 1

END IF

SAWVAL = SAWI*PSAWI + SAW2*PSAW2 + SAW3*PSAW3 + SAW4*PSAW4 + SAW5*
+PSAW5 + SANVAL
PLAYVA PPLAY * VPLAY + PLAYVA
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PULP VA YTOT PPULP + PUI.PVA
SAWPUI. SAW 1*PSAWI + SAW2*PSAW2 + SAW3*PSAW3 SAW4IPSAW4 + SAWS.

PSAW5 + VPULPI PPIJLP SANPUL

PLAYPU PPLAY VPLAY + VPULP2*PPILP + PLAYPII
VAuNT PPLAY*VPLAY + SAW3*PSAW3 + SAW4*PSAW4 + SAW5*PSAW5 +

VPULP2 PPULP + VAUNT
21 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

C SUBROUTINE RENVER. (CALLED BY IMPRIM) THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE
C VALUE OF THE REMOVED MEAN HEIGHT, REMOVED MEAN DIAMETER, AND REND
C VED VOLUME.

SUBROUTINE RENVER (KTHIN, A B C, ABA TREESI)

REAL' B A, B, C, DL, DV, DMINAI ULTI$ã DMAX, DMIN
CONMON/VALORISAWVAL PLAYVA,SAWPLA PULPVA,SAWPUL,PLAYPU VAUNT
COMNON/ESCRIB/IND TEES2,DMIN,DMAI,UMDAT,DREM,ALTREN,BAR,VOL2,

+RATIO,ARMUER,DNINAT -
SANVAI. : LB
P1.AYVA = LI
SAWPLA LI
PLJLPVA 1.1
SAWPUL = 1.1
PLAYPU 1.1
VAuNT = LI
SUM = 1.1
SUMALT = LB
SUMDIA = 1.1
SUNVOL LI
IFU(THIN .EO. 1 .OR. KTHIN .EO. 3) THEN

DL = A + 1.111DB
CATD = FLOAT(INTUSN6L(A) + 2.5)15.) ' 5)
IF(CATD .EQ. B) CATD 5.
ILTIPIO = DMINAT
IF(KTHIN .EO. 3) CALL DMAXIM (A,B,C,SNGL(ULTIMU),ABA,TREESI)

ELSE IF(KTHIN .EQ. 2) THEN
CALL OMAXIM (A, B, C, SN6L(ULTIMO), ABA, TREES1)
DL DMAX

CATD FLOAT(INTUSN6L(DMAX) + 2.4)15.)*5)
END IF
WRITE(*, 41) DL, DU CATD ULTIMO
WRITE(' 41) A, B, ?, RATIO

41 FDRNAT(F1I.5)
5 CONTINUE

IF(CATD + 2.5 .11. SNGL(ULTIMO)) THEN
DU DBLE(CATD) + 2.5DB

ELSE
DV ULTIMO
CATD SNGL((DU - DL) I 2.0 + DL)

END IF
PROP = TREESI*(DEXP(-(( (DL-A)IB)**C))-DEIP(-(( LDU-A)IB)**C)))
SUPIA = SUM + PROP
CALL ALTURA(HEISHT II., IL, CATD, 111. 1., 1., 1.)
IF(KTHIN .EQ. 3) POP PROP * (1. - RATIO)
SUNALT = SUMALT + (HEIGHT * PROP)
ALFULI EXP(-l.858357+1. 182622,LO6(HEI6HT)-(1.146618*LOG(ABA)**

+2))
SUNDIA SUNDIA + CATD*PROP
VOLTOT EXPt- 9.53772751 + 1.96495683*LOG(CATD)+ 1.8915516 *106

+(HEIGHT))
SUNVOL SUPIVOL + VOLTOT*PROP
CALL VALUE (ALFULI, CATO, VOLTOT, PROP)
CATD CATD + 5.
DLDU
IF(DU .EL ULTINO) GO TO LI
60 10 5

II ALTREN SUNALT/ SU
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DREN SUNDIA I SUMA
VOLRE SUNVOL I SUMA
RETURN

END

C SUBROUTINE HEIRD. THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE VALUE FOR THE DOMI
C WANT HEIGHT FOR THE REMANENT STAND. USES THE PRiNCIPLE OF THE
C MEAN HEIGHT W ONE HUNDRED H16HEST TREES IN THE STAND PER HECTARE.

SUBROUTINE HEIGD(A, B C LII, LSI, TPH ALDOM)

REALe8 A B C DL Do iNAX 0111W DMIIIAT
COM$ON/EkRIB/1NDjREE2, DMIN,DMAi,DMDAT,DREM,ALTREM,BAR,VOL2,

+RATIO,ARMIJER, OMINAT
C==2-----__

DU DNAX
TSUM s
SUMALT *
DL : DBLE(LSI) - 2.505
DIA DBLE(LSI)

5 IF(DL .LE. 2.505) 60 TO 15
TREES = TPH.(DEXP(-(((DL-A)IB)**C))-DEXP(-(((DU-A)IB)**C)))
TSUM = TSUM + TREES
IF(TSUM .GE. III.) THEN

TREES = ill. - TSUM + TREES
CALL ALTURA (ALT, 15., IL, DIA, 155., 1., 1., 1.)
60 TO II

END IF
CALL ALTURA(ALT, IL 15. DIA, 155., 1., 1., 1.)
SUMALT = SUMALT + ALi.TRES
DU = DL
DL = DL - 5.DI
DIA = DIA - 5.
GO TO 5

15 SOMALI SUMALT + ALTITREES
ALDOM SOMALI 1155.
IF(TPH .LE. 111.) ALDON = SOMALI / TSLJN
RETURN
END

C SUBROUTINE CORREC. THIS SUBROUTINE ADJUST THE NUMBER OF DIED TREES
C WHEN THE ITERATION PROCESS ON NORT SUBROUTINE DOES NOT GIVE THE
C MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSSIBLE TREES IN THE STAND.

SUBROUTINE CORREC (NAH2, 8A2)
REAL NAH2, NAHC
COMMDN/PRUEBA/BAI, TPHI, A6E1

PMD SDRT(8A2/(.7854 * WAH2))
WID2 = 1.2
DM01 1.125

5 CONTINUE
BA:EXP(12. 16862953-l.71664233*LO6(QMD*1SB) ) *.7854*DMDi*2
IF(BA2 - BA .LE. -5.551) THEN

ELSE IF (RA2 - BA .GE. .551) THEN
OMDI 0110

0110 = DM01 + (01(02 - 01101)/2
60 TO 5

END IF
NAHC BAI(.7854 I 01102*12.)
IF(WAHC .GT. NAH2 ) I4AH2 = NAHC
WRITEt., IS) 0)10, NAH2, NAHC, BA2
IF(NAH2 .GE. TPHI .AND. BA2 .6E. BAt ) THEN

NAH2 TPHI
CALL MONT (NAH2, BA2)
WRITE(t, II)
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GIlD, NAH2, NAHC, BA2
END IF

Li FORMAT(4F15.5)
RETURN
END

C SUBROUTINE REGEN. THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE GROWTH OF TREES

C FROM SEEDLINGS TO THE AGE OF THE FIRST SILVUCULTURAL TREATMENT. IT
C ALSO COMPUTES REGENERATION COSTS.

C DATA:
C PERCENTAGE OF MORTALITY: 171
C ESTABLISHMENT COST:
C - CLEANNIN6 : 1 MINIMUM WAGE/HA
C - PLANTING : 4 MINIMUM WA6E/2580 PLANTS/HA

SUBROUTINE REGEN (A, B C AGE2, TPLANT, 8A2, CS, GIlD, HIt, HD)
REALCB A B C DNIN ftflAi, DNIMAT
COMMONIECR1B/IND TRES2,DMIN,DMAI,QKDAT ,DREM,ALTREN,BAR,VOL2,

+RATID,ARMUER DNINT
COMMON/PRUEB1/BA1, TRPLAN, AGE!
COMMON/ECON/SALMIN

C :s
C Coaputing regeneration costs.
C:

SAUIIN = 8.675
TPLANT TRPLAN

TPLANT TPLANT 8.83
RE6COS = SALMIN + TPLANT'SALMINI4./1501.

C Finding the age at the beginning of coapetition.C= --==-----= ==
CCVOL=EXP(6. 129953342-1.466682325*LO6(TPI.ANT))
EDAD) = 5.
EDAD 18.
EDAD2 = 21.

5 IFIEDAD .6E. 28) 60 TO 1$
IF(CS .EQ. 1.) THEN

V$T:-8. 811843+1. 818442'EDAD-l. 883167*EDAD**2. +8. l$8452aEDADU3.
+-L BR$123*EDAD'*4.
ELSE IF(CS .EQ. 2.) THEN

VMTEZP(-13. 163368+4. 768641'LOG(EDAD) -1.828913,LO6(EDAD)**2)
ELSE IF(CS .EQ. 3.) THEN

VMT=EXP(-1I.38893+1.394179*LOS(EDAD) -$.047228.LO6(EDAD) u2)
END IF
IF(CCVOL-VMT .GE. 8.181) THEN

EDADI : EDAD
EDAD EDAD1 + (EDAD2 - EDADI) / 2.
60 TO 5

ELSE IF(CCVDL-V$T .LE. -1.111) THEN
EDAD2 EDAD

EDAD EDADI + (EDAD2-EDADL)/2.
GO TO 5

END IF
C

1$ CONTINUE
IF (CS. EQ.!.) QMDCPI:ASE2,42. I (2.583248+1.289571 ,AGE2**2)
IF(CS.EQ.2. )QPIDCN=AGE2+2./(4.495693+l. 186126,A6E2112)
IF (CS. EQ. 3. )QMDCM=AGE2,42. 1(8.462229+1. 157368eAGE2**2)
IF(A6E2 .LE. EDAD .AND. AGE2 .LE. 21.) THEN

8A2 TPLANT a 8.7854 a (QMDCMIIIB.)aa2
VOL2 = VII a IPLANT

ELSE IF(ASE2 .61. EDAD .AND. A6E2 .LE. 2$.) THEN
VOL2 VMT * TPLANT
BA2 IPLANT a 8.7854 a (QNDCMI1IL)*12
CALL NORT (IPLANT 8A2)
BA2 : TPLANT a L854 * (QIDCII/18I.)"2

ELSE IF(AGE2 .6T. EDAD .AND. ASE2 .GT. 2$.) THEN
IF(CS.EQ.1.) THEN
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gNDCN=EXp(-2.49+1.77,LD8(ABE2)-B.77*LDG(A6E2)H2)
VHTZEIP (-18.88-6.23+1.06 (A6E2) -S.39*L06(A6E2)**2)

ELSE IF (CS.EL2.) THEN
QNDCN=EIP (-9.65+5. 12iL08(AGE2) -L47*LI(AGE2)**2)
YI(TEXP(-36.51+14.52'L0G(AGE2)-1.38'L0G(A6E2) *f2)

ELSE IF (CS.E8.L) THEN
OMDCM:EXp (-16.86+8.67*108 ffiGE2) -1.91.106 (AGE?) u2)

YNT:EXP(-52.37+ 22. 16.L06(AGE2)-2.31*L06(A6E2) +12)

END IF

V012 VNT*TPLANT

BA2:TPLANTII. 7854,(ONDCNIIU. )**2
CALL NORT (TPLANT, BA?)

8A2:TPLANTÜ. 7854'(QNDCN/ 188. )**2

END IF

WID QPIDCN/1fl.

BANAX=EXP(12. 16862953-1.71664233*106(0110CM) )'L7854.QND'*2

IF(BA2 .GT. BANAl) THEN
8A2 = BANAl

IPLANT = BA2I(S.7854.WIDH2)
END IF
CALL ALTURA (HCD HM, HO 0110, AGE2, CS BA2, 1.)

CALL WEIBUL (A, , C, 0II, TPLANT, HD, AGE2, CS, WI)
DNIN A

RETURN
END

C***+***************,*,*I**********+**I*****,***f********fl***********
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APPENDIX V

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM

(Computer program and example
of input data and output )
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EAAflPLE OF PPuT REDUIREMENTS FOR ThE 0. F. PPGRA

0 F H A R I

THIS IS A DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING MODEL t!r

NATURAL STANDS OF PINUS HARTIEGI GROWING IN ZCQUiAPA. MEL.

HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE

ENTER RUN ID tTITLE MA 0 CARACTEREStir..rr, rr-rr rr TTrr,r'rLrwuth) uulru rri ur

ENTER STAND SITE DUALITY (I - 3) AND NUMBER OF TREES REGENERATED
2 2000

ENTER THINNING TYPE
$1 FROM BELOW

U FROM ABOVE 2

** MECHANICAL 3

H COMBINATION OF THEM 4

ENTER INTERES RATE (PERCENTAGE)
*FII t..rnrrLJLrJuI)
t SAWMILL 2

* PLYWOOD 3

INTEGRATED (12) 4?rr.re ( ' c
LcIaru1,.., .L,.J JTrrr'r,rr?

4 I1C/ 'J
* INTEGRATED U,2,3; 7

: 1 1

ENTER THINNING ENTRY COSTS t$/HA) AND THINNING COSTS PER CUBIC METER
.8 1.2Z

n;trr -ar-,, r,en Mtrr!Ia, ir-r rrrr.r--, A it.tM ,rvML d. n.,.; u
NUMBER OF TREES INTEP.AL OF THE NETWOR.

ENTER INITAIL AGE AND MAxIMUM ROTATION
(BOTH BETWEEN 10 AND 70 YEARS AND MULTIPLES OF 10)
20 0

ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME R14

AND TyPE OF INDUSTRY TO SUFPv
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EXAMPLE OF NEThORK FEFDRMANCE SiDWN ON THE SCREEN

WAIT
r'r ri,,, yri. ci "r.ct,,jrr. .unr,iMi.H_ .0

STASE ND. PROJECTIONS THINNINGS CONFARISOS MODEL ERRORS

0 U

-j 6
, 1%

I 33 V

4 1202 0

St - Prqra teriurate

r nr' VU tr,IIt tf.fl fl?.iTY.f.7 I ,,fl fl?I :L'.I 4 'Irt..'iirt jr u.trLn rr. &rrHir tptp' .&i rr.. VM(:,H. flr,,jd

RJN CODE PULPWOOD INDU5TR' EFFECT OF INTEREST RATE
FILE P14

RESULTS FROM STAND OPTINIZATION
STAND CHARACTERISTICS
INITIAL AGE 20-TSr r ii Till

UHLLII L

THINNING TYPE

THINNINS COST/CU. N 1.250
REGENERATION COST/HA 14.776
BAS4 AREA INTERVAL. 2.0

8* IMN VALUES OF CLEARCUT STANDS AT EACH ROTATION *2

ROTATION

30.0

40.0

50.0

SOIL EXPECT.

5

-12. 5730B
S 444 4
C

4d ?4I tr,i'.'i'Tr,irrnrnjn flLflit.j!i
TREES PLANTED 2000

NECHANICAL
'ruyi .i',r r.ii't. 'r-r ui,tr.nuuub ciuru ..iiuri .bv.,
INTEREST RATE 1) 14.00

NO. TREES INTERVAL 30.0

rir ii'ri r,AI ri,. rir iur IHtUI'HL IPttTlJ ijr . ir'u nPttI.,I

THE BEST REGINE5 FOP EACH ROTATION

AGE TYPE OF CUNNULATIVE BEFORE THINNING AFTER THINNING

Inir ri n a - rd S. tt''f- t.&ri.ui rtT PM ! iTC CM PM ?

OVEt

'1', br.'r;-:a 4.55. 5i 41tj 'ht'. tu rint .4.,;6 ob.'.'i .j..' '
,

r'IIt tfl 'SI 'TI S ', ', - is S In? ALL.JI, L,Ui .)./ Q.0 .I U. i.
20. NC THIN -14.776 3.3 i0.0 3.3 160.0 .0 .0

r, ii 'I '7 ICli 4C1'T /,v cizi V'./!Q e.: i.t) .,.i i.j,.j.'.
'I. r'j nt ti;'? '7 It *4 5 CC 4 1. (, 44 CC. A.,u; - .'.-tj6 1.,. j5.v .v .. sj..,
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NO THIN
30. NO THIN
ii MECIC
5o. CLEAR CUT

-14.776

-14.776
-9 '
-5.239

3.3
34.7
4

36.9

160.0
1543.0

285.2

3.3
34.7
- 3

.0

160.0
1543.0

28
.0

.0

36.9

.0

I

28.2



C DPHART. THIS IS A DYNAMIC MODEL FOR OPTIMIZING NATURAL STANDS OF

C Pinus hartweqii Lindi. THE MODEL JOINTLY OPTIMIZES THINNING INTEN

C SITY TYPE oc THINNING AND ROTATION AGE.

ctt*t**:,*lstzs*ssssusts**s*st*sss*i****tt**ttittt***t*t******tt*****s*

CSDEBU6

C$STORA6E: 2
CSLARGE BA BAD,F FO BAST 111TH XNTHO KTHINN PRNCS DMINN,DNINO,XNT :T

REALIB A , DNIN, DIAX TI(UN, 6AhNA, D(INAT

INTEGER TAE RECN RCNBS(10) KTHINN(55, 100) IBABST(10),

+INTBST(t0) PI(NPS(5 100), PRNS(55, 100) RECN

INTEGERt2 1H HHI, M1 $ML 55, SSI HO, H1
DIMENSION THIN(4) BA55, 100) XNTI4(55 100), F(55 100)

+BABT(55, 100) SthDE(10) FCLd)T(10) DNINN(55 100),fiMINO55,100),

+X(6 9) A6EPIU9) PROF(3) XNTHBT(5 100),BAO(55,100),

+FD(5 100) XNTHb(55 100 THYTPE(5

CHARATER TkIN*19, OUtFILE$10 RLJNID*50, THYTPE*9 ANGSt

COMMON/CLARA/A B C, TNAHR bMIN 0MM BAR VOL RATIO, OMINAT

COMMDN/RODAL/TLAT, A6EO C,ASO,UMI E2 sAt XNTIII,FcVOL FCBA

COMMON/DYNPRO/STAGE, $STAE, IDA INTi NBA d(TREE, RBA, NTH,IE

CDMMONIECONISALMIt4, ENTRYC, icost, RE6OS, It4DST, PNWCOE, PROF, FT

C Data input: stand characteristics econoaic iniorsation and initial

C conditions.

C

WRITE($ 1) ' D P H A R 1'

1 FORNATt0('*'),//// 9X A,! 21X 32('-') I/I/I

+101,' THIS IS A DYAs1c PO6RAMMIN6 M6DEL taR OPTIMIZINS',////,

+71,' NATURAL STANDS OF PIt4IJS HARTWEGI GROWING IN ZOPUIAPAN, MEl'

+ I/I/I,70('t'),I///, 501,' HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE')

(EAD($ 5)

WRITE(1I 5)

5 FORMAT(' ENTER RUN ID (TITLE) MAX 50 CHARACTER5',/, ' : ')

READ (5 10) RUNID

10 FORMATA)
WRITE($, 15)

15 FORMAT(' ENTER STAND SITE QUALITY (1 - 3), AND NUMBER OF TREES RE6

+ENERATED ',I ' : ')

READ(* 1) C, TPLANT
WRITE(1, 20)

20 FORMAT(' ENTER THINNING TYPE :',I,SX, ' 1* FROM BELOW

+ ',/, 51, ' St FROM ABOVE...........2 ' I 5X, ' 5* MECHANICAL...

+ 3 ' I 51, ' ** COMBINATIUN OF tHM.. 4',!, ' : ')

READ(* *) IfTIIIN

WRITE(I 25)

25 FORMAT ENTER INTEREST RATE (PERCENTAGE) AND TYPE OF INDUSTRY TO

+ SUPPLY : ',/ 5X 'S PULPWOOD t',/ SI, 'S SAWMILL

+ 2',! 51 * PLAYWOOD 3',I X, '5 INTEGRATED (1

+2).. 4',/,51 ' INTEGRATED (13).. 5',i, 51, 'S INTE6RATED (2,3

+.. 6' 1,51,
I INTEGRATED (1,,3) 7',!, ' : ')

READ( 5) R, INDST

NR1TEd, 30)
30 FORMAT(' ENTER THINNIN6 ENTRY COSTS (S/HA) AND THINNING COSTS PER

+ CUBIC METER ' / ' :
P)

READ(* 5) ENTYf, TCOST
WRITE(1, 35)

35 FORMAI(' ENTER BASAL AREA INTERVAL (SO. METERS) AND ',I,' NUMBER

+OF TREES INTERVAL OF THE NETWORK',!, ' : ')

READ(* 5) NBA, WNTREE
37 CONTINE

WRITEU, 40)
40 FORMAT(' ENTER INITIAL A6E AND MAXIMUM ROTATION ' ,I, ' (BOTH BEN
+EEN 10 AND 70 YEARS AND MULTIPLES OF 10)',!, '

READ(* 5) AGEO, MAXROT
IF(A6E6 .61. 70. .OR. AGEO .LT. 10. .OR. MAXROT .61. 70. .OR.

MAXROT .LT. 10. .OR. ASEO .61. MAXROT) 60 TO 37
WRITE($, 45)

45 FORMAIt' ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME : ')
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READ(* '(A)') OUTFILE

OPEN (I, FILE='DIRACC', STATUS:'NEW' ,AcCESS:'DIRECT',RECL48)

C

C Write titles.

C

WRITE($, 47)' *t*** N A I I * * * * *', 'NETWORK
+ CONPUTATIONS SUMMARY'

47 FORNAI(I/II/I//I,20X A I//I SX,A II 6X 'STAGE NO.' 2X,'PROJECTIONS

+' ,4X,'THINNINGS',41,CbNPARISON& ,2i,'1ODEL ERRORS11//)

C

C Initialize variables.

C
C SETTI$(HH MM,SS,HD)

R = R / iob.
IE = 0

RECK = U

NCONP = 0
LOSE 0

NSUP = 0
NPROJ 0
MSTASE = (MAXRDT - INT(A6EO))/l0

STAGE = 1
XBA = 0.0

XTPH 0.0

FT = 0.0
DNINI = 0.0

0050 J = 1, 100
D05011 55

BALI = 0.0

BAO(I J) = 0.0

XNTHLI J) = 0.0
XNIHO(1, J) = 0.0

F(I J) S -99999,

FeLl J) = -99999.

DN1NI(I, 3) = 0.
PRNPS(1, J) 0.

BASIL!, JI = 0.

XNTHBT(I, 3) 0.

KTHINN(l, 3) 0

50 CONTINUE
0060!: 1 10

SECOEd) : 0.
FCLCUT(I) = 0.0

RCNBST(I) = 0.0

IBABST(I) = 0

INTBST(I) = 0

60 CONTINUE
DO 651 = 1 9

AGEPR(1) = 0
DO 65, 3= 1, 6

X(J,I) = 0.

65 CONTINUE
C

C Detersines regeneration costs. SALMIN : Niniui wage

SALM1N = 2.333
TRLAP4T IPLANT * 0.83
RESCOS = SALMIN + TPLANT$SALMIN*4./1500

C

C Setting the Present Net Worth and soil expectation coefficients.

PNWCDE = 1./(1.+R)**ASEO
IF(R .61. 0.0) SECOE(STASE):(1./PNWCOE)/(1./PNWCOEI.)

C
C Create stage one set of nodes.

C

DUN! = 0.0
CALL RESEN (XBAI ZIPHI DMINI)
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KTHIN = ITTHIN

NPRDJ = NPRD + I

RBA = XBA
RNTH = XTPH

C

C Identifies type of thinninq and thin to all levels

IF(ITTHIN .Eg. 4) THEN
NTHIN = 3

KTHIN = 1

ELSE
NTHIN = KTHIN

END IF

70 CONTINUE
CALL RALEO(XBA, XTPH, KTHIN, DNIPU)

IF(DMINI .EQ. -100.) THEN
IE = IE + 1

DNINI = SN6L(A)

GO TO 75

END IF
NTHINS = NTHIP4S + I

DPUNN(IBA 1)4TH) = DMINI

F(IBA INtH) = FT - RESCOS

BA(IB INTH) = RBA

XNTH1IA INTH) = RNTH

KTHINN(IA, INTH) KTHIN

IFIRBA .EQ. XBA)KTHINN(IBA, INTH):0

BABT(IBA INTH) = IBA
INTHBT(IA, INTH) = XTPH
PRNCS(IBA, INTH) = 0

75 CONTINUE
RBA = RBA - NBA
IFIRBA .EQ. ISA) KTHIN 0

IF(RBA .GE. 5.0 .AND. KTHIN .NE. NIHIN) THEN

XTHIN = KTHIN + I

IF(KTHIN .61. 1) RBA = RBA + NBA

60 TO 10

END IF
IF (ITTHIN .EQ. 4) KIHIN = I

IF(RBA .SE. 5.0) 60 TO 70

C

C Clearcut option, takinq the value5 of the projected stand.

RBA = 0.
D$INI = 0.

CALL RALEO (ISA XTPH 4, DNINI)

IF(DKINI .EQ. -100) TEN
IE IE + I

60 TO 900

END IF
NTHINS = NTHIP4S + 1

BA(t 1) 0.

KTHIN(1 1) 4

XNTH(1 1) = 0.

F(1 = FT - RE6COS
FCLUT(1) = FT - RE6COS
IBABST (1) = I

INTBST(1) 1

BABT(1, 1) = ISA

XPITHBT(1, 1) : XTPH

DNINN(1, 1) = 0.

PRNCS(1, 1) = 0

C
C No silvicultural treatsent option.
C

FT = 0.0

BA(55 100) = ISA

XNTH(5 100) = XTPH

F(55 o) = - RE6COS
PRNC(55, 100) = 0
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BABT(55 100) = XBA
XNTHBT(5, 100) XTPH

KTHINN(55 100) = 0

D$INN(I = 5N61(A)

GO TO 15
C

C Project the stand to the following stage and opti.izes (3 steps).

90 STASE = STAGE + 1
AGE = AGEO + (FLOAT(STAGE) - 1.)*l0.

C

C Iniatilize arrays.

C
DO 100 J= 1 100

DO 100 = 1, 55
DMINO(l, J) = DMINN(1, J)
BASIC!, J) = 0.

XPITHBT(I, ,3) 0.

PRNCS(I J) = 0

BAO(I, ) = BAt! J)

XNTHO(I J) X)dHCI, J)

FOCI = F(I, J)

F(l 3)=-99999.

BACI, 3) = 0.

XPITH(I, 3) = 0.

100 CONTINUE

C

C Setting the Present net worth and the soil expect. coefficients.

PNWCDE = 1.1(1. + R)1*(STASE*10 - 10 + INT(ASEO))

IF(R .61. 0.)SECOE(STABE)(1./PN$COE)/t1./PNWCOE - 1.)
FCLCUT(STABE) -99999,

C

C Step 1. Projects stand with no thinnings.

C

CALL RESENCXBA, XTPH DNINI)

IF(B .EQ. 0.00 .OR. .E0. 0.00) THEN

IE = IE + 1

SO TO 125
END IF

NPROJ NPROJ + I
RBA = IBA
RNTH = XTPH

BA(55 100) = XBA

XNTH(5 100) = IIPH
FT =

F(55 100) = - RESCOS
PRNC(55, 100) = PRNPS(55, 100)
BABT(55 100) = XBA
XNTHBTC5, 100) = ZTPH
KTHINN(55, 100) = 0

C
C Only in the last stage coiputes the clearcut values and

C skips thinning levels.

IF(STA6E .GE. NSTASE) THEN
ISA = 55
INTH S 100

60 TO 120
END IF

C

C Step 2. Deteraines the type of thinning and thin to all levels.

KIHIN = ITTHIN
IF(ITTHIN .EQ. 4) THEN

NIHIN = 3
KTHIP4 = I

ELSE

NIHIN KIHIN
END IF
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C

C

C

C

C

110 CONTINUE
CALL RALEO(XBA, XTPH, KIHIN, D$INI)
IFIDMINI .EQ. -100.) THEN

IE IE + I
GO TO 530

END IF
NIHINS = NIHINS + 1
BA(IBA, INTH) = RBA
KTHINNCIBA INTH) = KTHIt4
INTHCIBA INTh) = RNTH
F(IBA, IICTH) FT - RESCOS
BABT CIBA INTH) = XBA
X$THBT(IB, INTH) XTPH

DNINN CIBA, INTH) = D$INI
PRNCS(IBA, INTH) = PRNPS(55, 100)

530 CONTINUE
RBA:RBA-WBA
RPRUP RBA/XBA
IF(RBA .6E. 3.0 .AND. RPROP .ST. 0.5.AND.XTHIN.NE.NTHIN)THEN

KTHIN KTHIN + 1
IF(KTHIN .6T. 1) RBA RBA + NBA

GO 10 110
END IF
IF(ITTHIN .Eg. 4) KTHIN = 1
IF(RBA .GE. 3.0 .AND. RPROP .BT. 0.5) 60 TO 110

C

C Step 3. Consider clear cut.

C

ISA = 1

INTH = 1
120 RBA = 0.

CALL RALEO (XBA XTPH 4 D$INI)
IF(DMINI .EQ. -100.) tHEI

IE = IE + 1
60 TO 125

END IF
NTHINS = P4THINS + 1
BACIBA, INTH) 0.
KTHINNCIBA INTH) = 4
XNTH(IBA INTH) 0.
FTENP = - RESCOS
F(IBA INTH) = FTEMP
BABT(IBA INTH)
XNTHBT(IA, INTH) = XTPH
DNINN(IBA, INTH) UHINI
PRNCS(IBA 114TH) = PRNPS(55, 100)
RECH REN + 1

C

C Stores the values for clearcut n direct acces file and stores

C the values for the best clearcut path.

C
IF(PRNCSUBA, INTH) .LE. 0) 60 TO 125
WRITEC1, REC=RECP4) AGE, FTE$P, 0., 0., XBA, XTPH, 4.,

+PRNCS(IBA, INTH)
IF(FTEMP .61. FCLCUT(STA6E)) THEN

FCLCUT(STAGE) = FTEMP
IBABST (STAGE) ISA
INTBST(STABE) 114TH

RCNBST(STASE) = RECN
END IF

Consider previously thinned stands.

125 CONTINUE
DO 150 J = 2 99

D6 150, = 2,

Skips nodes if not accessed previously.
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IF(F0(I J) .LE. -99999.) 6010 150
BAt = B0(1 J)
XNTHI = xtii(ioti, J)
IF(BAI .LE. 0. .OR. XNTH1 .LE. 0.) 60 10150
DPUNI = DNINOU, J)

123

C

C 6rows the stand fros the accessed node.
C

CALL HARTWE6I (XBA, XIPH DNINI)
IF(DNINI .EQ. -100.) 1HEI

IE = IE + 1
60 TO 149

END IF
NPROJ NPROJ + I
RBA XBA

RNTH = XTPH
C

C Deter.ines the type of thinning and thin to all levels
C (first thinning is no thinning option).

I(THIN = ITIHIN
IF(KTHIN .EQ. 4) THEN

NTHIN = 3
KTHIN = 0

ELSE
NIHIN = KIHIN

END IF
135 IF(RBA .LT. 3.5 .DR. STAGE .GE. MSTAGEI 60 10145

IF(XBA .ST. 0.) THEN
RPROP = RBA I XBA
IF(RPROP .LT. 0.5) 60 TO 145

END IF
IF(RBA .LT. XBA) THEN

DDUMI = DMINI
CALL RALEO (IRA XTPH KTHIN, DMINI)
IFIDNINI .ED. -100.) tHEN

IE = IE + I
DMINI = DOUNI
60 TO 140

END IF
NTHINS = NTHINS + I

ELSE
IRA INT(XBA/WBA) + 2
IN1H INT(XTPH/WNTREE) + 2
RNTH = XTPH
FT = 0.

END IF
C

C Optisizes
C

FTENP = F0(I J) + FT
NCONP WC0N + I

C

C Eliainates thinning schedules which yield a lower PNW
C than the current one.
C

IF(FTE$P .LE. F(IBA, INTH)) THEN
LOSE = LOSE + 1
60 10 140

END IF
NSUP = NSUP 1

FIIBA INTH) FTEMP

BA(IB INTH} RBA

XNTH(thA INTH) = RNTH
KTHINN(thA, INTH) = KTHIN



IF(RBA .EQ. IBA) KTHINN(IBA, 114TH) = 0

DMINN(IBA, 114TH) = DM1141

BABT(IBA 114TH) = XBA

XNTHBT(IA, INTH) XTPH

PRNCS(IBA, INTH)= PRNPS(I, J)

140 CONTINUE
RBA = RBA - NBA
IF(RBA .6E. 3.0 .AND. RPRDP .61. 0.5 .AND. KTHIN

+ NTHIN) THEN

KTHIN KTHIN
IF(KTHIN .BT. 1) RBA = RBA + NBA

60 TO 135

END IF
IF(ITTHIN .Eg. 4) KTHIN = I
IF(RBA .61. 3.0 .AND. RPROP .61. 0.5) 60 TO 135

145 CONTINUE

C

C Considers clear cut.

C
RBA = 0.

RNTH = 0.

ODUMI = DM1141

CALL RALED (XBA XTPH 4 DM1141)

IF(DMINI .EQ. 100.) tHEN

IE IE + I

OMINI = DDUMI

GD TO 149

END IF
NTHINS = NIHINS 4 1

IBA 1

114TH 1

C

C Only at the last stage computes the clear cut value and

C skips thinning levels.

IF(STABE .6E. MSTABE) THEN
IF(XBA .LE. 0. .OR. IIPH .LE. 0.) 60 TO 150

IBA INT(XBAIWBA) + 2

114TH 1141 IXTPH/WNTREE) + 2

END IF

FTEMP FO(I, J) + FT

RECK RECK + 1
$RITE(1, REC=RECN)A6E, FTEMP, 0., 0., ISA, XTPH, 4.,

+PRNPS(I, J)
NCOIIP = NCONP + 1

IF(FTEMP .LE. F(IBA 114TH)) THEN

LOSE LOSE 4 1

6010 147
END IF
NSUP = NSUP + 1
F(IBA 114TH) = FTE$P

BA(IBi INTH) RBA

KTHINNhBA 114TH) = 4

XNTH(IBA, 114TH) = RNTH

BABT(IBA 114TH) = XBA

XNTHBT(IèA, INTHI = XTPH
PRNCS(IBA, 114TH) = PRNPS(1, J)

C

C Cheks for a zero accumulated P14W value. Store the values

C for the best clearcut path for each rotation.

C

C

147 IF(FT .E. 0.) 6010 150
IF(FTEMP .61. FCLCUT(STAGE)) THEN

FCLCUI(STAGE) = FTENP

IBABST(STA6E) IBA

INTBST(STABE) : 114TH

RCHBST(STAGE) = RECN

END IF

149 CONTINUE
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150 CONTINUE

C

C At the last staqe coiputes tyhe final harvest value.

IFISTABE .6E. MSTA6E) THEN

F(1 ) = FO(1, 1)

BAd 1) = o.
KTHIN(1 1) = 4

XNTH(1 j)= 0.

PRNCSd, 1) = PRNPS(1, 1)

END IF

155 CONTINUE

C

C Write the arrays in the direct access file.

C
IF(STA6E .BE. MBTA6E) SO 10165

DO 160 J=2 100

DO 16 = 2 55

IHFII 3) .LE. -99999.)6O 10160

ABE GE0 + (FLOAT(STAGE)-1.)*10.

RECN = RECN + 1

NRITE(1 REC=RECN) ABE F(I,J), BACI J) XNTH(I,J),

+ BABT(I,J) XNTHBf(I J), FLOAT(KHINN(I, 3)), 'RNS(I, 3)

'RNPSU, J = RECN

1222 FORMAT(7F6.2,16)

160 CONTINUE

165 CONTINUE
WRITE(* 167) STAGE NPROJ NTHINS, NCOMP, LE

IF(STA8 .LT. MSTA6) GO T13 90

C

167 FORMAT(IOX,12,9X,14,10X,14,9X,14,BX,I4)

C Dptisi2ation done. Write output

C GETTIMCHH1,MMI,SSI,HD1)

THIN(1) ' FROM BELOW'

THIN(2) = ' FROM ABOVE'

THIN(3) ' MECHANICAL'

THIN(4) = ' COMBINATION OF 3'

OPEN(2 FILE:OUTFILE, STATUS = 'NEW')

WRITE( 170) RUNID,OUTFILE INT(ABEO) MAXROT,INT(CS),INT(TPLANT),

+THIW(ITfHIN), TCOST,ENTRYC E6COS R*160. ,WBA,WNTREE

170 FORMAT(' RUN CODE : ' A50 ' FILE ' AlO,! 69('-') I ' RESULTS

+ FROM STAND OPTINZATilJN ot N1TURAL STAIdIS OF PINUS HARtW6I',/,

+ 69t'-') I ' STAND CHARACTERISTICS :' /

+' INITIAL GE ', 15, 7X,'MAXIUA ROTATION ', is,,,

+' SITE QUALITY ', 15, 1X,'TREES PLANTED ', 15,!,

+' THINNING TYPE ' 2X A19,I

+' THINNING COST/CU. K ',t7., 5X,'iHINNING ENTRY CDST/HA.',F7.3,/,

+' REGENERATION COST/HA',F7.3, 5X,'INTEREST RATE (Xl ',F7.2,I,

+' BASAL AREA INTERVAL.',F7.1, 5X,'NO. TREES INTERVAL ',F7.1,l,

+69('-') /1)
WRITE (, 210)

210 FORMAT(//, ' H MAXIMUM VALUES OF CLEARCJT STANDS AT EACH ROTATION

+ **' II, ' ROTATION SOIL EXPECT. P. N. N',!)

DO 2O = I MSTABE

AE = FL6AT(I)U0. 4 AGEO-10.

220 WRITE(2 230) ABE FCLCUT(I)*SECOE(I), FCLCUT(I)

C

230 FORMAT(15.1,3X,Fl5.5,3X,F15.5)

C Write the best path for each rotation.

C
WRITE(2, 240)

240 FURMAT(// ' THE BEST REGIMES FOR EACH ROTATION' II,
+'

ABE IYPE OF CUMMULATIVE BEFORE THINNINS AFTER THINNI16

+ REMOVED',!,
4'
+ '1
4' THINNIN PNW

+ BA I TREES',!, 78('-'))

BA I TREES BA $ TREES
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THYTPE(1) = BELOW
THYTPE(2) = ' ABOVE

THYTPE(3) '$ECHANIC

THYTPE(4) = 'CLEAR CUV
THYTPE(5) = ' NO THIN

DO 290 K 2 I(STAGE

WRITE (2 50)

250 FORMAT(IX)
RECW = RCNBST(K)

0O260LK I, -L
IF(RECN .LE. 0) 80 TO 260

REAO(1 REC=RECN)ASEPR(L),Xt1,L),I(2,L),X(3,L),X(,L),
+1(5,1), 1(6 L RECN2

1F(X( 1.) .Efl. 0.) 1(6,1) 5.

260 RECN = REN2
DO 280 L = 1, K

NRITE(2, 270) ASEPR(LI,THYTPE(INT(X(6,L))),X(L 11,1(4,1),

+ X(5,L), X(2,L), 1(3 1) 1(4 L)-Xt2 LI, X(5,L)-i(3,L)

270 FORMAT(F6.0,lX,A9,FI2.,3(2i,2F7. ih
280 CONTINUE

290 CONTINUE
WRITE (2 295)

295 FORNAT(9('-'))
WRITE(2, 250)
IHORAS = HHI - HH

IMIN=MML - MN

ISECDN 951-SB
IDECSE = HDI - HO

WRITE(2 300) ' NETWORK SUNNARY',NPROJ, NTHINS, NCOMP, NSUP, IE,

+LOSE IH6RAS, IMIN,ISECON IDECSE

300 FORNT(/,A,I 15 ' PROJECiIONS' /15 ' THINNINSS',I 15 ' COMPARISO

+NS' /15 ' SJPEIOR NODES' I I 6OWTH YIELD M6DEL ERRORS',!,

+15,1 LIhINATED ARCS' I,' tIAE ' 12 ' HOURS, ',13,

+ ' MINUTES ',13,' SEèONDS ',14,
1 SEC')

900 CONTINUE

STOP

END
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